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Abstract 
This thesis describes an effort in optimizing the experimental parameters for electron 
capture dissociation (ECD) of peptides in a commercially available Fourier-transform 
mass spectrometer. Using the build-in electrically heated filament electron gun, it was 
demonstrated that good quality ECD spectra of peptides (MW < 2500) could be 
obtained by irradiating the isolated peptide molecule-ions with a short pulse (50 
milliseconds) of low-energy ( 3 - 6 eV) electrons. In addition, it has also been shown 
that pulsing of inert cooling gas (Argon) could further improve the intensity of the 
ECD-induced fragment ions. Due presumably to the confinement effect of the strong 
magnetic field, the distance between the electron gun and the trapped-ion cell was 
found to have little influence on the efficiency of the ECD process(es). From a 
systematic study on the impact of the filament heating current, filament bias voltage 
and electron irradiation time on the intensities of precursor ions and various fragment 
ions, it was postulated that subsequent capture of electrons by the fragment ions, i.e. 
neutralization of the fragment ions, might be a significant event for limiting the 
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1.1 Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance mass spectrometry 
(FTICR) 
1.1.1 History of FTICR 
Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance mass spectrometry (FTICR-MS) is a mass 
spectrometry method that is capable of measuring the mass-to-charge ratios of target 
ions at ultrahigh resolution. The achievable instrumental resolution is by-large 
independent of the analytical sensitivity. With proper calibration procedure, FTICR-
MS provides excellent mass measurement accuracy (MMA). The theory of cyclotron 
resonance was first introduced by Lawrence et. al. in the 1932.� It was found that the 
motion of a charged particle, under the influence of a perpendicular magnetic field, is 
constrained to a circular orbit. It was shown that such ‘cyclotron，motion of a charged 
particle could be excited to a larger radius by applying a transverse alternating electric 
field whose alternating frequency matched with the cyclotron frequency of the charged 
particle. Sommer et. al.(2) applied the principle of ion cyclotron resonance in the 
development of the so-called “Omegatron，’(3) mass spectrometer and obtained the first 
ion cyclotron resonance mass spectrum. The Omergatron was composed of two 
parallel electrodes sandwiched with a stack of ring electrodes. Ions were produced by 
electron-impact ionization method and were trapped along the axial directions by 
applying a static voltage to the two parallel electrodes and the stack of ring electrode. 
Radiofrequency {rf) with the same frequency as the ions' cyclotron frequency was 
superimposed to the electrodes so that ions were accelerated in spiral orbits of 
increasing size. Ions signal was detected when the ions hit the collector. Using this 
instrument, the Faraday constant,� the proton-to-electron mass ratio(3) and the 
molecular weight of some small molecules� were determined. However, the 
omegatron was suffered from its limited ion trapping capability, poor mass resolution, 
restricted upper mass range (< 50 Da) and slow scan rate.(5) 
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In 1965，Wobschall designed and constructed another ICR spectrometer to investigate 
the low-energy ion-molecule interactions/^^ In this new instrument, the ionization and 
detection were occurred at different regions of the vacuum chamber. A pair of 
electrodes served as one arm of an /^bridge was used to produce the rf electric field. 
The absorption signal was sensed by the unbalance of this bridge. This instrument was 
subsequently modified into a multi-section drift ICR mass spectrometer that combined 
double resonance techniques using marginal oscillator detection method. 
Although ICR instrument was recognized as a powerful tool for studying ion-molecule 
reactions, the low efficiency of ion trapping and the limited mass resolving power 
hindered their applications. These limitations were significantly alleviated when two 
important developments were introduced in 1970s. These include the use of the 
trapped-ion cell") and the application of Fourier transform (FT) algorithm/^"^^ Mclver 
et al introduced an electric potential well perpendicular to the uniform magnetic field 
through a pair of trapping electrodes. Linear combination of magnetic and electric 
field allowed the confinement of the motions of the target ions in a 3-dimensional 
array. This design substantially lengthened the lifetime of the ions in the ICR cell. 
Unlike the continuous operation mode in the drift-cell and Omegatron instruments, the 
trapped ion cell utilized pulsed operation mode. The generation, excitation and 
detection of ions were performed at different time. In 1974，Marshall and 
Comisarow(io) applied the Fourier transform algorithm^ in the ICR technique. In the 
original acquisition protocol, the ions in the trapped ion cell were first irradiated by a 
/y^electric field whose frequency was linearly varied (frequency-swept /^^irradiation) 
with time. A broadband time-domain signal was obtained by imaging the motion of the 
cycling ions on the detection plates of the trapped ion cell. Discrete Fourier-transform 
algorithm was then employed to convert the time-domain signal into a frequency-
domain representation. This technique is now known as the Fourier-transform ion-
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cyclotron-resonance mass spectrometry (FTICR-MS) or simply, the Fourier transform 
mass spectrometry (FTMS). Mass spectra with resolutions up to 500,000 full-width-
half-height (FWHH) have been obtained using FTICR instrument/''^ 
During the last two decades, several important developments and improvements were 
made in FTICR instruments. One of the major improvements was the replacement of 
the conventional electromagnets by high-field superconducting magnet in 1980s.(� 
The superconducting magnet has better field uniformity, higher stability and stronger 
field strength. It has led to several orders of magnitude improvement in the mass 
resolution, the precision of mass analysis and extended the upper mass limit.⑴）The 
development of new excitation methodologies, such as the Store Waveform Inverse 
Fourier Transform (SWIFT)G4)肌j the correlation s w e e p , ” have also increased the 
effectiveness of FTICR for the structural elucidation of molecules through MS/MS 
and/or MS" analysis. The introduction of external ion source has also permitted direct 
coupling of various desorption / ionization technique such as 
LD/MALDI(i8-i9) and ESI^ '”. The latter is especially important for the analysis of 
high mass biological samples. 
1.1.2 Theory of FTICR 
Figure 1.1 shows a typical ICR trapped ion cell. The motion of ions in the trapped ion 
cell is governed by the magnetic and electric fields that are present. The electric field is 
applied perpendicular to the magnetic field. The motion of ions in the trapped ion cell 
can be decoded into three independent motions, i.e. cyclotron, magnetron and trapping 
motions. 














































































































































F = qE + qiy(SiB) (1.1) 
In which F is the sum of the forces that act upon an ion of charge q and velocity v 
arising from its interaction with the electric field E and from its interaction with the 
magnetic field B. The magnetic field inside the trapped ion cell is uniform, 
unidirectional and homogeneous and so the value of B in equation 1.1 is a constant. 
The magnetic field acts on the component of an ion's velocity that is perpendicular to 
the magnetic field axis, as indicated by the product term in eqn 1.1. An ion experiences 
a force that is perpendicular to both the direction of its velocity and the magnetic field. 
This force, called Lorentz force, causes an ion travel in a circular orbit that is 
perpendicular to the magnetic field. This circular motion is called the cyclotron 
motion. 
The angular frequency of the cyclotron motion is independence of the ion's orbital 
radius and is given by the cyclotron equation: 
(0c=27rvc 二仏 (1.2) 
m 
Where v^  is the orbital cyclotron frequency, q is the number of charge, B^ is the 
magnetic field strength and m is the mass of the ion. Different from other mass 
analyzers, FTICR does not rely on spatial separation for distinguishing ions with 
different mass-to-charge ratio (m/z). In FTICR, the mass-to-charge ratio is determined 
by simultaneous monitoring of the orbiting motions of all ions within the trapped cell. 
From eqn 1.2, the cyclotron frequency (coj of an ion under a constant magnetic field is 
inversely proportion to its mass-to-charge ratio. By monitoring the rf-image received 
at the cell detection plates, the mass-to-charge ratio of an ion can thus be deduced from 
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the signal frequency. Because of the small cyclotron radii and the non-coherency of 
ions, the induced image current detected directly from the trapped ions by the receiver 
plates is essentially zero. In order to detect the induced image current, an excitation 
radiofrequency {rf) waveform is applied to the excitation plates. Figure 1.2 shows a 
schematic diagram of an ion excited by radiofrequency waveform inside an ICR cell. 
Ions with the cyclotron frequency equal to the frequency of the rf waveform will 
resonantly absorb the energy. The kinetic energy (K.E.) of an ion can be expressed as 
follows: 
= < = (1.3) 
2 2m 
where v砂 is the velocity vector of the ion on the x-y plane and r is the cyclotron radius 
of the ion. Under the influence of the rf excitation, the average ion velocities and the 
cyclotron radii are increased with the ion cyclotron frequency remained constant. 
Furthermore, ions of the same m/z will also be forced to rotate in a coherent motion. 
Therefore, the resulting induced image current, as well as the sensitivety, is improved. 
In the early ICR experiments, ion signal was recorded at the same time as the ions were 
transvering across the drift cell. Ions were neutralized at the end of the flight path. The 
signal transient was very short and the spectral resolution was limited. In the modem 
ICR experiments, the signal transient was substantially lengthened by incorporating 
the use of trapping electrodes in the design of the trapped ion cell. These electrodes are 
placed in the front and the rear portions of the trapped ion cell and are oriented 
perpendicular to the magnetic field. With the new design, ions can be trapped along the 
z-axis because of the presence of a electrostatic potential well in between the trapping 
electrodes. The polarity of the applied voltages to these trapping plates governs the 





























































































Under the influence of the trapping potentials, ions inside the ICR trapped ion cell 
undergo harmonic oscillations along the z direction with a trapping frequency (©丁)， 
� 2 IqVy. “ h 
cOj^  = l/rvj^  = - (1.4) 
a\m 
where Vj- is the trapping voltage of the trapping plates and a is the separation between 
the front and rear trapping plates. With the assistance of the trapping electrodes, the 
residence time of an ion inside the trapped ion cell has substantially increased. The 
combination of the orthogonal magnetic field and electric field introduces a third type 
of ion motion, called magnetron motion. The magnetron motion is a motion that 
circulates around a guiding centre in the radial direction. The frequency for the 
magnetron motion of an ion is expressed as, 
= f l ' - f ¥ ] (1.5) 
where v^ is the orbital magnetron frequency. Since the cyclotron frequency is 
generally much higher than the magnetron frequency (i.e. a?^ . » co„,), the magnetron 
motion equation can be simplified by assuming� ( l - x) « l - x / 2 : 
0)^ f , [ 2 ( 0 J ) CO J aVj- . . , � 
份 1 一 一 T 坊 = (1.6) 
\ 0)c J 1 � C “A) 
Since the magnetron motion of the ions is moving at the same plane as that of the 
cyclotron motion, the observed orbital cyclotron frequency (vJ is then altered, 
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Vo (1.7) 
The observed cyclotron frequency (v。）of an ion is thus lower than its original 
cyclotron frequency (vj. Although the magnetron frequency ( v j is independence of 
the m/z, it depends on the trapping potential (Vt). Therefore, the impact of the trapping 
potentials on the measured frequency increases with the mass-to-charge ratio {m/z) of 
the ions. 
1.1.3 FTICR with electrospray ionization source 
Applications of the principle of electrospray ionization(22) to the analysis of large 
biomolecules were first demonstrated by Fenn and co-workers in 1984;(23) and this 
desorption / ionization technique has gained increasingly importance in biological and 
biomedical researches/^ '^^ ^^ In a typical experimental conditions, the target analyte was 
dissolved in an appropriate solvent, such as methanol : water (1:1 / v:v); and the 
sample solution was actively delivered to tip of a sharp needle. By applying a high 
voltage difference between the needle and the counter electrode, the sample solution 
was sprayed into finely divided and positively charged droplets under the influence of 
the high electric field strength. With the use of nebulizing gas, the forward moving 
droplets shrink in size as the solvent continuously evaporates resulting in an increased 
surface charge density. Upon exceeding a certain repulsion limit，the droplets were 
ruptured to form finer droplets. Succession of these processes yields the analytically 
useful ions at the sampling orifice. As a result of statistical capture of excess protons, 
the analyte molecules were transformed into intact ions of different charge states. The 
maximum number of carried charges was found to depend on the number of basic 
residues within the analyte molecules and to a lesser extent to the conformation of the 
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molecules. Although the multiple-charging feature spreads out the ion signal into 
multiple peaks, it allows the detection of high-mass molecules using mass 
spectrometer with much lower accessible mass range. As shown in the subsequent 
section, this multiple-charging feature opens up a new and effective dimension for 
performing tandem mass spectrometry through exothermic capture of thermalized 
electrons, i.e. electron capture dissociation (BCD). Electrospray ionization is a soft 
desorption / ionization method sampling analyte ions directly from a solution. This 
method provides an efficient interface between common separation techniques, such 
as liquid chromatography^^ '^^ ®^ and capillary electrophoresis,(293。）with mass 
spectrometry. 
1.2 Tandem mass spectrometry 
1.2.1 Introduction 
Tandem mass spectrometry is an important method for generating primary sequences 
for biomolecules, such as peptides/proteins and DNA fragments. In a tandem mass 
spectrometry experiment, an ion of interest (i.e. the so-called "precursor ion") is first 
isolated from other ions of different m/z and is then energized internally to cause 
unimolecular dissociation. Conventional methods for ion activation include low (eV) 
and high (keV) energy collision-induced dissociation (CID),(3” infrared multiphoton 
dissociation (IRMPD)，(32) blackbody infrared radiative dissociation (BIRD)/]�） 
surface-induced dissociation (SID),(34) and ultraviolet photodissociation (UV-PD)?�） 
For peptide analysis, all these methods result mainly in cleavage of the peptide amide 
bonds, leading to the N-terminal b-type and C-terminal y-type ions.(36) Since the 
implanted energy is normally randomized in different vibrational degrees of freedoms 
prior to fragmentation, bond cleavage tends to occur primarily at the weakest linkages 
in the peptides, such as on the C-terminal side of aspartic acid(37) and the N-terminal of 
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proline.(38) As a consequence, complete peptide sequence is rarely obtained from a 
tandem mass spectrum using the above ion activation methods. 
1.2.2 Collision-induced dissociation 
Collision-induced dissociation (CID), also known as collisional-activated dissociation 
(CAD), has played an important role in the field of tandem mass spectrometry. The 
generally recognized model for collision-induced dissociation is a two-step-process 
that involves the activation of the precursor ion by collision with an inert target 
atom/molecule, and the subsequent unimolecular decomposition. For a singly charged 
precursor ions, CID usually yields a product ion and a neutral fragment. The first 
collision induced dissociation experiment in a FTMS instrument was demonstrated by 
Preiser and co-workers in In a typical FTMS-CID experiment, the precursor 
ions are usually isolated by the over-excitation of the unwanted species using SWIFT 
(stored waveform inverse Fourier transform) techniques/^ The isolated precursor 
ions are then excited to a certain kinetic energy by resonant absorption of an / / electric 
field, and are allowed to collide with inert gas atoms/molecules. Through multiple 
collisions, a small fraction of the translational energy of the precursor ions is 
converted into internal energy and thus resulting in fragmentation. Depending on the 
exact collision conditions, CID method can further be sub-divided into several 
techniques, including multiple excitation collisional activation (MECA),^) sustained 
off-resonance irradiation collision-induced dissociation (SORI-CID),) and very 
low-energy collision-induced dissociation (VLE-CID).(明 
1.2.3 Surface-induced dissociation 
In surface-induced dissociation (SID),^�precursor ions are translationally excited and 
are allowed to undergo a single inelastic collision with a solid metal surface. As a 
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consequence, translational energy is converted into internal energy, resulting in the 
dissociation of energetically excited ions. 
1.2.4 Photodissociation 
Photodissociation (PD) had initially been applied to FTMS by Dunbar in 1984.^ 
Direct vibrational/electronic excitation of ions by absorption of single or multiple 
photons has been shown to be an efficient method for inducing unimolecular 
dissociation. Generally, ions absorb one or more photons until they have gained 
sufficient energy to dissociate into fragments. The primary requirement of PD is that 
the precursor ion must contain suitable chromophore for absorption of photons at the 
laser wavelength. Depending on the ion species to be activated, wavelengths ranging 
from ultraviolet to infrared have been applied. Commonly used wavelengths include 
193 nm for UV-photodissociation and 10.6 //m for IR-photodissociation. 
1.2.5 Blackbody infrared radiative dissociation (BIRD) 
Blackbody infrared radiative dissociation (BIRD) was first demonstrated by Williams 
and coworkers at 1996.(46) By heating the trapped ion cell (or the vacuum chamber 
enclosing the trapped ion cell) to an elevated temperature, i.e. 150 - 200°C，the trapped 
ions will absorb infrared photons originated from the blackbody radiation and will 
undergo fragmentations. 
1.3 Electron capture dissociation 
Electron Capture dissociation (ECD) was first introduced by McLafferty et. al??) in 
1998 and is a relatively new mass spectrometry technique for inducing dissociation of 
multiply-charged ions. By irradiation the multiply-charged peptide/protein ions with 
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low-energy (< 0.2 eV) electrons, the peptide/protein ions would undergo exothermic 
capture of electrons and thus leading to the formation of a reduced radical ion, 
[M+nH](n-”+, which rapidly dissociates via backbone N-C cleavage to form 
predominantly series of c-type and z'-type ions(47) (Equation 1.8) with minor series of 
a*-type and y-type ions(48) (Equation 1.9). 
？丨 ‘ ‘ r r— 
-R C-NH-CHR^ —" -R C NH-CHR，- 一 -R C=NH + (HR (1.8) 
C z" 
p 'H OH 0 
-R c NH-CHR"-- — -R C - 如 � C H R ’ - -> -R • + ^ + NH^ CHR (1.9) 
a' y 
A distinct advantage of ECD method over the other conventional dissociation methods 
for structural characterization of biomolecules relates to the nonergodic nature of the 
dissociation process/^?) For conventional dissociation methods, the implanted energy 
is normally randomized over the different vibrational degrees of freedom prior to 
dissociation. As a result, linkages with lowest activation energy will primarily be 
dissociated. For the nonergodic ECD process，linkages are cleaved before the 
implanted energy is randomized. As a result, ECD produces more extensive and 
nonspecific fragmentation, resulting in greater peptide sequence coverage. This 
property has been shown to be vital for de novo sequencing.(49) p ^ j . instance, 
collision-induced dissociation of multiply-charged ubiquitin, 8.6 kDa, resulted in only 
25% of sequence specific information; whereas electron capture dissociation on 
collisional-activated ubiquitin ions could lead to complete sequence information.^) In 
addition, the nonergodic nature of ECD process also allows the preferential cleavage 
of strong bonds in presence of the much weaker bond. This technique provides a 
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powerful tool for characterization of labile post-translational modifications/''^'^ ‘ 
1.4 Recent advances in ECD experiments 
Although it has previously been shown that electron capture dissociation technique 
can provide important structural information for characterization of labile post-
translational modifications(48’51-55) and for de novo seqiiencing(49), it has not been widely 
practiced and is limited mainly to a few laboratories with home-made FTMS system. 
The lack of positive feedback on this dissociation method might be attributed to (i) the 
low intensity of the ECD fragment peaks; and (ii) the long electron irradiation time of 
3-10 s for obtaining sufficient intensities for ECD fragment-ions. The current ECD 
protocol remains tedious and time-consuming. The low duty-cycle has prohibited the 
implementation of the ECD technique for use in on-line liquid chromatography 
MS/MS analysis.(腳） 
Different approaches for improving the ECD technique have been proposed to 
improve the efficiency of the ECD process. Mclafferty and co-workers have modified 
the trapped ion cell by incorporating two additional flat trapping plat electrodes to 
form the so-called "nested ion cell". By trapping both positive ions and electrons 
simultaneously, this trapped ion cell should increase the interaction time between the 
trapped ions and the injected electrons and thus improving the ECD efficiency. 
Although slight improvement in the quality of the ECD spectrum of model 
peptides/proteins was observed, the resulting ECD efficiency was still unsatisfactory. 
More recently, Zubarev and co-workers have replaced the heated filament with an 
indirectly heated dispenser cathode/^ "^^ ®^ Disperser cathodes with both BaO and Ba-Ca 
aluminate surfaces were found to be effective in producing high flux of electron beam. 
With a larger electron emission area, this electron emission system was found to 
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produce good quality ECD spectra of isolated precursor ions with only 10 milliseconds 
electron irradiation. It was postulated that the larger electron beam diameter not only 
improves the overlapping between the electron beam and the ion cloud inside the 
trapped ion cell, it creates a potential well that facilitates the confinement of the 
trapped ions in the radial direction. 
It is probably noteworthy to note that Zubarev and coworkers have discovered another 
closely related electron capture dissociation phenomenon/^By operating the 
indirectly heated dispenser cathode at a much higher bias voltage, the more energetic 
electrons 10 eV) could induce secondary fragmentations of the peptide ions in 
addition to the N-C„ bond cleavage. Because of the much higher electron beam energy 
and the distinctive dissociation pattern, this dissociation process was called “hot 
electron capture dissociation" (HECD).(6i) 
In the process of exploring the feasibility of using ECD method for de novo 
sequencing of large proteins, McLafferty and coworkers noticed that the dissociation 
efficiency of ECD method decreases as the size of the protein increases?。）They 
attributed this finding to the presence of secondary and tertiary structures within the 
protein ions. This higher order structures was believed to hinder many portions of the 
protein chain from exposing to the incoming electrons. To alleviate the problem, 
McLafferty and coworkers attempted to use an "in-beam" collisional activation prior 
to electron capture process. This activated-ion ECD (AI/ECD) was found to be 
effective in promoting the ECD cleavage of large proteins. Full sequence information 
could be obtained from the ECD spectra of a 29 kDa protein. However, even with the 
AI/ECD method, only 47 inter-residual cleavages could be obtained for a 42 kDa 
protein. 
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1.5 Outline the present work 
To promote a wider utility of this powerful ion dissociation technique, we have used a 
commercial available Fourier-transform ion-cyclotron-resonance mass spectrometer 
(FTMS) system and conducted a throughout study on the impact of various 
experimental conditions on the efficiency of electron capture induced dissociation of 
peptide ions. Similar to many researchers, the original resistive heated filament for 
in-cell electron impact ionization experiments was used to produce electrons for ECD 
experiments. Details of the instrumentation and experimental conditions are given in 
chapter two. 
One of the objectives of this work is to conduct a systematic investigation on the 
effects of various electron emission parameters, such as electron energy and electron 
flux, and trapping conditions on the efficiency of electron capture dissociation. Results 
obtained from this study are presented and discussed in light of the mechanistic 
aspects of the ECD process in chapter three. With a better understanding of the ECD 
process, chapter four focuses on methods to enhance the performance of the ECD 
process for inducing the sequence specific information. These methods include the 
relocation of the electron emission system with respect to the trapped ion cell, the 
introduction of the pulse gas cooling procedure, and the possible use of multiple 
electron irradiation procedure. Finally, a summary of the results obtained in this thesis 
is presented chapter five. 
17 
Chapter 2 
Experimental and Instrumentation 
18 
2.1 Instrumentation 
2.1.1 Fourier-transform ion cyclotron resonance mass spectrometer 
All the FTICR-MS experiments described in this thesis were preformed by using an 
APEX47e Fourier-transform ion cyclotron resonance mass spectrometer (Bruker 
Daltonics Inc., Boston, MA) equipped with an unshielded 4.7 Tesla superconducting 
magnet and a standard commercially available electrospray ion source (Analytica, 
Branford, CT). A schematic diagram of the instrument is shown in Figure 2.1. As show 
in the Figure 2.1，the FTICR-MS instrument are consist of several parts, including a 
vacuum assembly, an external electrospray ion source, an electrostatic ion focusing 
system, an ICR trapped ion cell and a 4.7 tesla horizontal superconducting magnet. 
The superconducting magnet is fixed in a rack that is mounted on the floor of the 
laboratory. The external electrospray ion source, electrostatic ion focusing system and 
ICR trapped ion cell were located inside the vacuum assembly. The external 
electrospray ion source and ICR trapped ion cell were mounted at the front and rear 
flanges of the vacuum assembly. The electrostatic ion focusing system was mounted 
inside the vacuum cart. The vacuum assembly was fixed on a trolley that was held on a 
rail system, so that the vacuum portion containing the trapped-ion cell could be taken 
in and out of the magnet bore for maintenance. 
2.1.2 Vacuum system 
The vacuum assembly can be subdivided into several parts, including the ion source 
region, electrostatic ion focusing region and ion trapping cell region. In the ion 
trapping cell region mass analysis was performed. In order to minimize the ion-
molecule collisions that would otherwise perturb the ion motion inside the trapped ion 






















































































































































































































condition. Since an open source (ESI source) are equipped with the FTMS, several 
stages of pumping were required to achieve the ultrahigh vacuum condition. An 
auxiliary rotary pump (E2M28, Edwards Corporation, UK) and a turbo pump 
(EXT250HI, Edwards Corporation, UK) were installed at the ion source region. The 
turbo is backed with the same rotary pump. A coolstar cryopump 800 (L/min) 
(Edwards Corporation, UK) and a Coolstar cryopump 400 (L/min) (Edwards 
Corporation, UK) were installed at the electrostatic ion focusing region. Where as the 
ion trapping cell region was installed with a Coolstar cryopump 800 (L/min) (Edwards 
Corporation, UK). All cryopumps are controlled by a Cryodrive 3.0 (Edwards 
Corporation, UK). Compressed liquid helium supplied by the cryodrive was circulated 
to all cryopumps. The cryodrive was cooled by a refrigerated recirculator (CFT-150, 
Neslab, US). Each cryopump was equipped with a hydrogen gas thermometer, so the 
temperature of the cold head and hence the vacuum pumping performance of the 
cryopump can be monitor. The pressure at the location of dielectric capillary and the 
hexapole ion guide are 10"^  - 10 ' torr and 10"^  -10'^ torr respectively. The pressure at 
the front of the electrostatic ion focusing region are 10"^  - 10"^  torr. While the rear of 
the electrostatic ion focusing region are 10"® torr. At the ion trapping region, the 
pressure is around 10"'® torr. In order to pump down the whole system from atmosphere 
pressure to the working pressure, the opening of the dielectric capillary was blocked 
with a rubber plug, then the whole vacuum assembly was initially pumped down from 
atmospheric pressure to lower 10'^  torr by two rotary pump. One of them is the 
auxiliary rotary pump that is connected to the ion source region. The other is the 
roughing rotary pump (E2M18, Edwards Corporation, UK) connected to the front of 
the electrostatic ion focusing region. Then all cryopumps were turned on. When the 
pressure at the front of the electrostatic ion focusing region are below 3 x 10^ torr, the 
gate located between the roughing rotary pump and the vacuum assembly was closed. 
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The pressure was continuously pumped down to � 2 x 10'® Torn The high vacuum 
region was normally baked at a temperature of 150°C for 8 hours to establish ultrahigh 
vacuum conditions (i.e. ~3 x 10"^  torr). Experiments were performed after the working 
pressure was arrived. Regeneration of the whole system was required when the 
temperature of the cold head rises to a certain level. 
The vacuum condition of the ion trapping cell region and the front of electrostatic ion 
focusing region were monitored by two cold cathode gauges (IKR 020, Balzers, 
Liechtensteion). When the pressure of the electrostatic ion focusing region were above 
1 X 10"^  Torr, a pirani gauge (TPR 010 Balzers, Liechtensteion), was used instead. The 
front and rear part of electrostatic ion focusing region can be isolated from each other 
by a mini UHV-Schieber gate valve (DN50, VAT Vakuumventile AG, Haag). The 
front Coolstar cryopump 800 could be isolated form the front of electrostatic ion 
focusing region by a Vatterfly valve (DN160 Vatterfly Valve Series 20，Vat 
Vakuumventile AG, Haag). This design allowed the venting of the source chamber for 
exchange of ion sources and cleaning of the dielectric capillary while preserving the 
vacuum conditions of the ion trapping cell region and the pumping status of the source 
cryppump. 
A leak valve and an electromagnetic pulse value were installed near the ion trapped 
cell region for introducing buffer / collision gases into the ICR trapped ion cell. A TTL 
pulse generated by the console was used to control the open of the electromagnetic 
pulse valve. In the present setup, a small gas cylinder was connected. An amount of 
buffer gas was firstly load into this small gas cylinder, therefore the pressure of the 
cylinder could be carefully controlled. 
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2.1.3 Electrospray ionization source 
A commercially available external electrospray source (Analytical, Bradford, CT, 
USA) was equipped with the FTMS. The ESI source consists of two major 
components, i.e. spray chamber and ion transfer optics. Figure 2.2 shows a schematic 
diagram of the ESI source. Ions were produced directly from the analyte solution at 
atmospheric pressure. Using a potential difference of a few thousand volts between the 
tip of the capillary needle and the counter-electrode, the emerging liquid was charged 
and dispersed into a mist of droplets by the electric field. A flow of wanned dry Nj gas 
was used to assist the removal of solvent. As the droplet decreases in size, the average 
charge density on the surface of the spray droplets increases. The droplet then ruptured 
into finer droplets and eventually led to the formation of gas-phase ions. The gas-phase 
ions were sampled through a nozzle into the high vacuum part of the spectrometer and 
were analyzed by a Fourier-transform mass spectrometer. 
The spray chamber was located at the atmospheric pressure region. It consists of four 
electrodes, (1) the metallic capillary (V丄（2) The cylinder (3) the end cap (V , J , 
and (4) the capillary entrance (V^). The metallic capillary was a stainless steel three-
layered ESI needle-probe. The middle and the outer layers were used for needle gas 
and auxiliary gas. Analyte solution was pumped by a syringe pump (KD Scientific, 
USA) at a flow rate of 50 - 60 j^L/hr through the inner metal tube of the needle probe. 
The tip of the metallic capillary was placed about 1 mm from the end cap. The metallic 
capillary was encased in the perforated stainless steel cylinder, so the spray from the 
tip can be visualized. A counter-flow of heated drying gas (typically nitrogen gas) 
from the orifice of the end cap was used to promote solvent evaporation from the 
electrospray droplets. 


















































































































































































The sprayed ions were transferred through this capillary from the atmospheric 
pressure region to the low vacuum region. The capillary was made from glass. Both 
ends of the capillary were covered with stainless steel caps. The capillary entrance and 
capillary exit acted as two individual electrodes V^ ap and LI respectively. The 
electrospray ion transfer optics was located in the low vacuum region and was 
composed of a skimmer (L2), an WsTm hexapole ion guide (L3) (Analytica, Bradford, 
CT) and a gate electrode (L6). The small orifice of the dielectric capillary and the 
skimmer were used to limit the gas flow from the atmospheric region into the vacuum 
region. The region between the capillary and skimmer was pumped by a rotary pump 
from atmosphere pressure to a low vacuum of -10'' -10'^ torr. The region between the 
skimmer and hexapole ion guide was pumped by a 240 L/min turbomolecular pump to 
a pressure to �lO' ) - 10""* torr. The turbomolecular pump was back by a rotary pump. 
The hexapole ion guide was used to trap and accumulate ions prior to extraction. After 
a fixed period of ion accumulation, the ions were then pulsed into the spectrometer. 
In the electrospray ion source, the metallic capillary was grounded. Whereas the 
cylinder (V^y,), end cap (V d^)，and capillary entrance (V^) electrodes were held at a 
few kilovolts positive or negative with respect to the grounded metallic capillary 
depending on the mode of operation, i.e. negative potentials for positive ion mode and 
vice versa. The analyte solution from the tip of the metallic capillary was charged by 
the electrostatic potential and dispersed into a mist of droplets. Under the flow of 
heated dry gas, the solvent of the analyte droplet was evaporated. The net surface 
charges on the analyte droplet were increased as the droplet shrank.. The resulting 
gas-phase ions were then sampled through the dielectric capillary. 
The potential of LI was typically held at � 1 0 0 V (positive potential for positive ion 
mode and vice versa). This -100 V potential would be a potential barrier for the 
analyte ions. The flow of ions across this potential barrier was believed to be assisted 
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by a gas flow due to the pressure difference between the spray chamber (atmospheric 
pressure) and the capillary skimmer region (�10“ - 10"^  torr). The hexapole ion guide 
was used to focus the analyte ions by applying a rf potential to the six electrode rods. 
Under the influence of the rf potential, the analyte ions oscillated along the center line 
of the ion guide. The gate electrode (L6) was pulsed between adjustable potentials (L4 
and L5). For positive ion mode, the gate electrode was held at positive potential when 
trapping ions inside the heaxpole ion guide. For extracting the analyte ions into the 
electrostatic ion focusing system, a pulse of negative potential was loaded on to the 
gate electrode. By controlling the trapping and extracting time, the ions was 
accumulated for a fixed period before directing them into the FTICR. Therefore the 
signal intensity in each acquisition was remarkably enhanced. 
2.1.4 Electrostatic ion focusing system 
An electrostatic ion focusing system was used to guide the ions from the ESI ion 
source to the ICR trapped-ion cell. It was composed by a series of electrostatic lenses. 
Figure 2.3 shows a schematic of the different ion optical components together with the 
typical potential gradient curve. PLl, PL9, FOCLl and F0CL2 were focusing lenses, 
whereas PL2 (with DPL2) and PL4 (with DPL4) were beam steering electrodes in the 
y- and x-axis, respectively. The potentials of the beam steering electrodes were toggled 
between some preset-values and ground in order to guide the ions into trapped-ion cell 
and to deflect the ions away from the ion optical axis, respectively. 
HVO was a high potential electrode that was used to accelerate the ions to a higher 
velocity in order to increase the ion transmission efficiency through the fringing 
magnetic field. The HVO was typically set to -2.5 kV for positive-ion determination 





























































































































positive-ion mode. Additional pairs of deflecting electrodes, XDFL and YDFL, were 
floated at the HVO and were used to correct the path of the ion beam in the x- and y-
direction. EVl was the entrance electrode and was set at a lightly negative potential 
(for positive-ion determination mode) to attract the decelerated ions into the trapped-
ion cell. EV2 and DEV2 are the splitted electrodes located behind the EVl. They 
provided the "kicker voltage" to deflect the ions beam along the x-y plane and to 
increase the trapping efficiency of the ICR trapped-ion cell. 
2.1.5 Infinity cell 
The trapped ion cell installed was an InfmityTM Cell^ "^ (Bruker-spectrospin, Fallanden, 
Switzerland). All the electrodes in the InfmityTM Cell were coated by gold. The 
InfmityTM Cell was a cylindrical cell with dimensions of 60 mm in diameter and 60 
mm in length. The circular plates in each end of the InfmityTM Cell were the front 
trapping electrode (PVl) and rear trapping electrode (PV2). A circular aperture of 6 
mm in diameter was located at the center of each trapping electrode for entrance and 
exit of ions and/or electrons. A negative potential of -10 V (for positivel ion 
determination mode) was applied to the rear trapping electrode (PV2) during the ion 
quenching event to remove any residue ions from the trapped ion cell. The potential 
was restored to the initial trapping potential after the quenching. Four curved 
electrodes were installed orthogonal to the trapping plated. The shorter pair of 
electrodes was the excitation plates, where r/^excitation pulses would transmit through 
these two plates. The remaining pair of electrodes was the detection plates. The image 
current (or FID signal induced by the orbiting ions) was detected by these plates. In 
excitation event, the waveform was first generated by a high frequency unit (HFU) 
located inside the APEX47e console (Bruker Daltonics Inc., Billerica, US) and was 
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then amplified by a / / amplifier (2100L, ENI, Rochester, NT). There were two 
different types of excitation waveforms used in these instrument, they are the chirp 
(for board-band mode) and pulse (for narrow-band mode) excitation. 
The ion trapping protocol of the InfmityTM Cell differs from other cell design. In the 
Infinity™ Cell protocol, the trapping potential of the front trapping plates were 
changed during the entering of ions. In the ion accumulation phase, the opening of the 
trapped ion cell was achieved by changing the potentials of the three entrance 
electrodes (i.e. EVl, EV2 and DEV2) to some preset-values. After the ion 
accumulation, the cell was closed by restoring the potentials of these electrodes to the 
same potential as in the PVl. A schematic diagram for all the cell electrodes electrode 
potentials throughout the experiment are shown in Figure 2.4. 
2.1.6 Electron emission source 
The FTMS instrument was equipped with a standard electrically heated filament 
source for electron emission. A schematic diagram of the heated filament source is 
shown in Figure 2.5. With different filament supports, the filament position (f^) could 
be adjusted to either a distance of 108 mm or 20 mm from the rear end of the InfinityTM 
Cell using a home-made adapter flange. The filament was made of a Rhenium ribbon 
of width -0.5 mm and was spot-welded onto metal posts (pin 1 and pin 2) with a 
separation of ~6 mm. The filament resistance was 0.5 Q under ambient conditions. A 
metallic plate was placed at the back of the filament and was electrically connected to 
the pin 2. The plate was used to provide a repulsive potential for electron injection. 
Under typical conditions with no filament heating current and electron irradiation, 
equal potentials of+13.2 V were loaded onto the connection pin 1 and pin 2. When a 





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































with potential of pin 1 higher than potential of pin 2. To emit electrons for ECD 
process(es), both the potential of pin 1 and pin 2 were ramped down to negative 
potential. Since the potential of pin 2 are lower, the metallic plate repelled the 
electrons towards the trapped ion cell. 
2.1.7 Data acquisition system 
The console of the FTMS instrument was connected to an INDY UNIX-based 
workstation (Silicon Graphics Inc., Mountain View, CA, US). The INDY workstation 
was equipped with a R4400 microprocessor and 64 megabytes (Mb) of base memory. 
It operated under the IRIS operation system version 5.2. Tuning of the experimental 
parameters, data acquisition and manipulation were performed using a user-interface 
program XMASS version 4.0.3 (Burker Daltonics, Billerica, US) running on this 
INDY workstation. 
The FID signal was received and amplified by either the FADC 12-bit digitizer (for 
board-band mode) or SADC 16 bit digitizer (for high-resolution mode). The maximum 
size of the time-domain signal was 128 kbytes. After the completion of data 
acquisition, the FID signal was transferred to the INDY workstation. It was first 
zero-filled and was then converted to the frequency-domain signal (or mass spectrum) 
by fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithm and magnitude calculation method. 
2.2 Experimental 
2.2.1 Simple acquisition pulse program 
The acquisition procedure of a FTICR experiment was defined by a pulse program. A 
pulse program is a sequence of pulses that are sent to different units of the FTICR-MS 
for controlling different events during the acquisition. A schematic diagram of 
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sequence events in the pulse program for a simple ESI FTICR-MS experiment is 
shown in Figure 2.6 (for the source code of the pulse program, please refer to 
Appendix A). At the beginning of each acquisition, a quench control pulse was first 
sent to the voltage control board to change the potential of the gate electrode inside the 
ESI source. It was changed to negative voltage for positive ion analysis and vise versa. 
Any residue positive ions in the hexapole ion guide were removed. Another quench 
control pulse was sent to the voltage control board to pulse the potential of the rear 
trapping plate to negative voltage (-10 V) for positive ion analysis and vise versa. The 
ions inside the trapping ion cell were removed. After the quench pulses, a short delay 
was used for the restoration of potential of the gated electrode and rear trapping 
electrode back to the preset voltages. Using a short delay, ions generated by 
electrospray ionization were accumulated in the hexapole ion guide. An "ion 
injection" pulse was then executed. The gate electrode was adjusted to the preset 
extraction potential so as to extract the ions to the electrostatic ion-focusing region. At 
the same time the deflector voltages, DPL2 and DPL4, and the entrance electrodes of 
the Infinity CelF'^ EVl, EV2 and DEV2 were adjusted to the preset values to direct 
the ions beam towards the analyzer cell. After a predefined ion accumulation period 
and the deflector voltages were restored to ground voltage; whereas the cell entrance 
electrodes were reset to the same potential as PV1. After the ion injection event, an ion 
excitation pulse and an ion detection pulse were executed sequentially. A chirp of rf 
waveform scanning from the cyclotron frequency of the lowest detection mass 
(highest frequency) to the highest detection mass (lowest frequency) was transmitted 
through the excitation electrodes of the Infinity Cell™. The duration and the amplitude 
of the /y^waveform were optimized to give the most intense signal. Finally, the 
cyclotron motions of the excited ions were imaged by the //-receiver plates of the 









































































































































































signals obtained in each scan were summed. 
2.2.2 ECD pulse program with/without collision cooling 
In the electron capture experiment, the ion of interest was isolated and then irradiated 
with a low-energy electron beam. The pulse program of electron capture dissociation 
experiment was similar to that for the simple acquisition experiment. Both programs 
contained quench pulse, ion injection pulse, ion excitation pulse and ion detection 
pulse. The pulse program for ECD experiment contained an additional ion-selection 
event and an electron irradiation event in between the ion injection and ion excitation 
events. Figure 2.7 and Figure 2.8 show typical pulse program for ECD experiment 
without and with collision cooling, respectively (For the source code of the pulse 
program, please refer to Appendix B and Appendix C). Once the ions were 
accumulated in the Infinity CelF" ,^ an ion selection pulse was executed. The ion of 
interest was isolated by irradiating the ions with a correlation sweep (a modified chirp 
of rf waveform) to over-excite all unwanted ions. The amplitude and the duration of 
the ^-waveform, and the "safety belt" were carefully adjusted in order to minimize the 
excitation of the ion of the interest. Following the ion selection, an electron irradiation 
pulse was executed. An electron beam was directed into the trapped ion cell to interact 
with the selected ions for a preset duration. The electron flux and electron energy were 
controlled by adjusting the filament heating current and the average filament bias 
voltage, respectively. For electron capture dissociation experiments with collision 
cooling event, a stream of collision gas was pulsed into the analyzer region via the 
electromagnetic pulse valve during the electron irradiation pulse. The pressure of the 
high vacuum chamber was temporarily increased. Finally, ion excitation and detection 






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Optimization of experimental parameters for 
electron capture dissociation 
38 
3.1 Introduction 
In typical electron capture dissociation (ECD) of peptides/proteins, the energy 
required to overcome the activation barriers for the dissociation of the inter-residual 
linkages must be originated from the exothermic recombination of the charge centers 
of the trapped ions and the injected electrons. Since the energy released depends only 
on the ionization potential of the neutralized center and is by-large independent of the 
experimental conditions, such as energies of the electrons and the trapped ions, the 
efficiency of ECD process in inducing the cleavage of the peptide/protein ions relies 
primarily on the probability of electron capture. While little was known about the 
exact mechanism(s) of the ECD process, the reproducibility of ECD results was 
generally poor. This is reflected by the large differences in the optimized experimental 
conditions among various research groups. It has been postulated that a near-zero 
translational energy difference between the ions and electrons is required for efficient 
recombination.(58) Marshall and co-workers found that the potential drop across the 
two end of the filament is a better parameter to be monitored than the actual heating 
current for reproducing ECD spectra,�）Because of the temperature effect on the 
resistance of the filament, it was believed that the same heating current might result in 
different voltage drop across the filament. Since a conventional filament behaves like a 
potential divider under heated conditions, electrons emitted from different portions of 
the filament might experience different acceleration. As a result, only a small segment 
of the filament might generate electrons with the matching energy with that of the 
trapped ion cells. If the electrons emitted from this segment of the filament do not have 
correct trajectories to interact with the trapped ions; or if the electrons having the 
correct trajectories to interact with the trapped ions do not posses correct energy, the 
efficiency of electron capture phenomenon would be substantially reduced. To ensure 
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that the energy of the emitted electrons at a particular segment of the filament can be 
precisely reproduced, it was therefore suggested that the potential drop across the two 
end of the filament should be monitored rather than the heating current. Nevertheless, 
Hakansson and co-workers州 could obtain good quality ECD spectra of peptides with 
average filament bias voltage ranging from 2.0 to 15.0 eV. Apart from the electron 
energy, large discrepancy has also been found in the optimum time of electron 
irradiation. McLafferty and c o - w o r k e r s ( 5 8 ) reported that electron irradiation time 
exceeding three seconds would lead to a reduction of the intensities of the ECD 
derived fragments. Using a different FTMS instrument, Zubarev and c o - w o r k e r s ( 6 5 ) 
however reported the use of ten seconds of electron irradiation for producing quality 
ECD spectra. 
Since there is no general agreement on the optimal conditions for ECD experiments, 
more detail investigations on the effect of various experimental parameters on the 
ECD experiments was necessary. In this Chapter, the intensities of ECD derived 
fragments of substance P were monitored using different experimental conditions. 
Through systematic evaluations of several experimental variables, it was hoped that a 
better understanding and control of the ECD process(es) could be resulted. 
3.2 Experimental 
3.2.1 Materials 
All materials were obtained commercially and were used without further purification. 
Substance P, bombesin, melittin were obtained from Sigma Chemical Co. (St. Louis, 
MO). Methanol (HPLC grade) was obtained from Labscan Ltd. (Bangkok, Thailand). 
Acetic acid (99.8 %) was purchased from Riedel-de Haen (Germany). 
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3.2.2 Sample preparation 
Substance P, bombesin，melittin solutions were prepared in a mixture of methanol and 
de-ionized water (v:v =1:1) with 1% acetic acid at concentration of 25-50 pmol/uL. 
All sample solutions were freshly prepared to avoid alkali-ions contamination. 
3.2.3 Instrumentation 
All the FTICR-MS experiments were performed on the 4.7 Tesla APEX47e FTICR 
mass spectrometer (Bruker Daltonics Inc., Billerica, US) equipped with an external 
ESI source (Analytica, Bradford, CT). The details of the instrument were described in 
section 2.1. The sample solution was load into a 250 syringe. The flow rate of the 
sample solution was adjusted to 40-60 fil/hr and was controlled by a syringe pump 
(KD Scientific, USA). A flow of heated nitrogen gas (at �3 0 0 °C) was used to warm up 
the dielectric capillary and to assist the desolvation of the analyte ions form the 
sprayed droplets. Spray position was carefully adjusted by using the screw nuts of the 
x-y-z plane manipulator. All the ECD experiments were performed using the ECD 
pulse program without collision cooling gas described in section 2.2.2. The trapping 
potentials for both PVl and PV2 were set to +1.0 V or +3.0 V. The potentials of all 
other electrodes and ion optics were adjusted to optimized the signals intensity and 
resolution. The filament position was fixed at 108 mm or 20 mm form the rear trapping 
plate of the ICR cell. All spectra were recorded with the broadband mode using 128 
kbytes of memory. The scan number was set to 50. After 50 scan the mass spectra were 
transformed from the time-domain signals. 
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3.3 Results and discussion 
3.3.1 Benchmark conditions 
Table 3.1 summarizes common ECD experimental conditions and the so-called 
"benchmark conditions”. The benchmark conditions were extracted from 
experimental parameters published in literatures by various research groups. Since an 
electrically heated filament was used to produce electrons in the present ECD 
experiment, only experimental parameters defining the electron energy and electron 
irradiation time have adopted. Since suitable filament heating current depends on the 
filament materials and geometry, a benchmark heating current of 3.0 A was obtained 
from a series of preliminary experiments. Figure 3.1 shows typical electron capture 
dissociation mass spectra of molecule-ions of (Figure 3.1a) substance P, (Figure 3.1b) 
bombesin, and (Figure 3.1c) melittin obtained using benchmark conditions with 
filament position (f^) of 108mm from the rear trapping plate (the effect of filament 
position on the ECD efficiency will be given on the following chapter). The electron 
capture dissociation of the isolated doubly-protonated molecule ions of substance P 
shows abundant un-reacted precursor ions with some low intensity ECD-induced 
fragment ions. Consistent with literature findings, all c-fragments (except c / and C3+) 
can clearly be identified (，®). The lack of c / and C3+ ions can be explained by the cyclic 
structure of the proline which prohibits the corresponding backbone cleavage at the 
N-terminal size of the proline residues (47). Using similar experimental conditions, the 
ECD MS/MS mass spectrum of isolated doubly-protonated molecule-ions of 
bombesin shows only limited expected ECD-induced fragment ions (see 3.1b) Only 
major fragment ions, i.e., C5+ to C9+ were observed. For a larger peptide, the ECD 
MS/MS mass spectrum of the isolated tetra-protonated melittin molecule-ions shows 









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Using Benchmark conditions, our preliminary results are consistent with literature 
reports using similar commercial instrument/^ ^""'^ '^ ^^ The electron capture 
dissociation efficiency of multiply-charge peptide ions was not very high. Among 
various peptide/protein standards evaluated, only small peptide (MW �1000 Da) show 
substantial ECD-induced fragmentation. For larger peptides such as bombesin and 
melittin, ECD of the isolated multiply-protonated precursor ions [M + nH]". exhibit 
the reduced species, such as [M + nH]^"''^  ions, with limited number of fragment ions. 
In contrast to some literature results, no ECD-induced fragment was observed for 
protein standards like bovine insulin or ubiquitin under the benchmark experimental 
conditions. Attempts to induce and/or increase the abundance of ECD-induce 
fragments by using higher flux of electrons (with higher filament current) result in 
complete quenching of the trapped ions, including both precursor and fragment ions. 
3.3.2 Effect of the filament heating currents (I,) 
The ECD efficiency of the doubly-protonated substance P molecule-ions was 
investigated as a function of the filament heating current (I,). The filament position (f^) 
was fixed at 108 mm. Figure 3.2 shows the intensity variation of the substance P 
molecular ions ([M+2H]2+) and its ECD-induced fragment ions (i.e. C2+-C10+, except C3+) 
as a function of the filament heating current. The same set of experiments was repeated 
three times to obtain statistical information. Data obtained from each replicate were 
normalized with respect to the sum of the ion intensities obtained across the range of 
filament heating current examined. The mean and standard deviation (i.e. the error bar) 
of the three normalized replicates was computed. Relative intensity was obtained by 
dividing the intensity of each peak with that of the highest intensity and was plotted 






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































irradiation time were fixed at 6.0 V and 3.0 s，respectively, throughout the whole series 
of experiments. 
From the series of plots in Figure 3.2, the signal intensities of the precursor ions and 
the ECD fragments are highly correlated across the range of filament current examined. 
At filament heating current (<2.5 A), the precursor ion intensity remained almost 
constant. None of expected ECD-induced fragment ions was formed at these low 
filament heating currents. This is consistent with a notion that emission of electrons 
from the filament was not substantial at low heating current (<2.5 A) under a 
moderately low electric field (<300 Vm"'). Increasing the filament heating current 
beyond 2.6 A led to a rapid drop in the intensity of the substance P molecule-ions with 
a concomitant rise in the intensities of ECD-induced fragment ions. However, it was 
interesting to note that the precursor ion signal did not drop continuously as the 
filament heating current was increased. The signal intensity was found to level off at 
around 3.1 A. Further increase in the filament heating current did not have much 
impact on the residual precursor ion intensity. It was also intriguing to find that the 
impact of the filament heating current on the signal intensities of the ECD-induced 
fragments was somehow correlated with their sizes. There seems to be an optimum 
heating filament current for the formation of high-mass ECD fragments, i.e., 
ions, above which the intensities of these fragment ions decrease with increasing 
filament heating current. In contrast, the signal intensities of low-mass ECD fragments， 
i.e., C2+-C5+ ions, increase with filament heating current to a maximum and level off at 
higher filament heating current. The drop of the precursor ion intensity with the 
concomitant rise in fragment ions intensities at I乂 of 2.7-3.1 A is consistent with the 
increasing flux of electron emission from the filament into the trapped ion cell. The 
unexpected leveling of the precursor ion signal at I, larger than 3.1 A could be 
explained on the basis of the cross section of the electron beam and the distribution of 
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the precursor ions within the trapped ion cell. Because of the presence of a strong 
magnetic field (4.7 tesla), electrons are expected to transverse spirally along the 
magnetic field line with little displacement at x- and y-directions (i.e.. Ax = Ay » 0). 
Since the emitting surface of the filament is much smaller (<6 mm) than the dimension 
of the trapped ion cell = 60 mm), the ion cloud within the cell is very likely to have 
a much large dimension at x- and y-axis as compared with the cross section of the 
electron beam. However, only ions oscillation within and/or at the proximity of the 
electron beam would capture electrons. It is also reasonable to postulate that only part 
of this overlapping ion population would capture electrons and would be reduced at 
low electron flux (i.e., 1 广 2.6 A). Increasing the electron flux by increasing the I,from 
2.6 A to 3.1 A would lead to a higher probability of reducing this overlapping ion 
population. Due presumably to the low capture cross section, those ions that are not 
oscillation within or at the proximity of the ion beam would not capture electrons even 
under high flux conditions. At I,of-3.1 A, nearly all precursor ions along the electron 
beam path would have captured electrons and undergone dissociation. Further increase 
in the electron flux by using higher would not further reduce the precursor ion signal. 
The rise in the intensities of the reduced precursor ions and ECD-induced fragment 
ions (see Figure 3.2) at of 2.6 - 3.1 A is consistent with the above postulation. At I, 
larger than 3.1 A, high-mass fragment ions (c6 -^c,o )^and low-mass fragment ions (C2+-
C5+) showed distinct behaviors. The intensities of high-mass fragment ions were found 
to drop with increasing I,; whereas the intensities of low-mass fragment ions showed 
no significant changes at higher I力 The drops in intensities of high-mass fragment ions 
were tentatively attributed to the neutralization of the reduced precursor ions and/or 
singly-charge fragment ions by capturing an additional electron. Due presumably to 
the smaller electron capture cross section, small fragment ions might have little 
affinity to capture additional electrons under the present experimental conditions. 
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3.3.3 Effect of the average filament bias voltages (V,) 
The ECD efficiency of doubly-protonated substance P molecule-ions was also 
investigated as a function of the average filament bias voltages (V,) (and hence the 
electron energy). The filament position (f^) was fixed at 20 mm. The same set of 
experiments was repeated three times to obtain statistical information. Data obtained 
from each replicate were normalized with respect to the sum of the ion intensities 
obtained across the range of average filament bias voltages examined. The mean of the 
three normalized replicates was computed. Relative intensity was obtained by dividing 
the intensity of each peak with that of the highest intensity and was plotted against the 
averaged filament bias voltage. Figure 3.3 shows the intensity variation of the 
substance P molecular ions ( [M+2H]2+) and the ECD-induced fragment ions (i.e. C2+-
except c / ) as a function of the average filament bias voltages. The error bars were 
obtained from 土 standard deviation of the normalized replicates. The filament heating 
current and the electron irradiation time were maintained at 3.0 A and 3.0 s, 
respectively, throughout the whole series of experiments. V, was the computed by 
averaging the voltages applied onto the two filament pins. Because of the potential 
drop across the filament, the energy of the emitted electron is a variable depending on 
the site of electron emission, i.e. ±1.05 V，and its thermal energy. 
From the series of plots in Figure 3.3，several interesting features relating to the ECD 
process(es) were revealed. The signal intensities of the precursor ions and ECD-
induced fragment ions were influenced by V, at different extents. At zero V}, the 
intensity of the substance P molecule-ions was reduced approximately by 50% in 
comparison with the intensity of the same ions at which no electron irradiation was 
performed. Concurrently, abundant ECD-induced fragments were observed. For the 













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































signal intensities when V,was decreased from 0.0 V to approximately -6.0 V. No such 
rise was observed for low-mass fragment ions (C4+-C6+). Decreasing V, beyond -6.0 V, 
sharp decreases in the ion signals was found for almost all ions (except C2+). For the 
precursor ions, the rate of reduction of the signal intensity was much lowered at V, 
lower than -20 V. Similar trends were observed for ECD-induced fragment ions. 
However, high-mass fragment ions were diminished to such an extent that they were 
no longer visible in the typical ECD spectra at V, lower than -30.0 V. Detectable 
signals could be observed for smaller fragment ions (C6+-C4+) at V,as large as -60.0 V. 
The smallest ECD-induced fragment, C2+，behaved rather differently. It's intensity was 
gradually raised by decreasing the V, from zero to ~ -30.0 V and was diminished 
slowly to zero at -80.0 V. 
The large drop in the precursor ion intensity at zero Vyis consistent with the earlier 
findings that the electron capture cross-section (a) is optimized at near-zero 
translational energy difference between the trapped ions (< 1.0 eV) and irradiated 
electrons (< 0.9 eV)(58). However, it is important to note that the signal intensities for 
the precursor ions and ECD-induced fragment ions were not very stable. This was 
attributed to the relatively inefficient emission of electrons from the filament surface 
and/or low transmission efficiency of electrons through the aperture of the rear plate of 
the trapped ion cell. 
The initial rise in the intensity of the precursor ions and the high-mass ECD-induced 
fragment ions at low V,(0.0 V to -6.0 V) was intriguing. The rise in the intensity of the 
precursor ion implies a reduction in the electron capture efficient. This is consistent 
with the theory that increasing energy mismatch between the trapped ions and electron 
energy reduces the electron capture cross section. However, reduction in the electron 
capture efficient should in principle reduce the intensity of ECD-induced fragment 
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ions rather than increasing the fragment ions formation. A possible explanation for this 
unexpected result involves the consideration of the energy and spatial distribution of 
the precursor ions within the trapped-ion cell, and the possible neutralization of the 
reduced precursor ions and singly-charge fragment ions by capturing additional 
electrons. In line with the argument made in a previous section, we made a postulation 
that the dimension of the ion cloud within the trapped ion cell is larger than the cross 
section of the electron beam along the x- and y-axis. At near zero V,, the near zero 
energy electrons have high affinity to be captured by the spatial overlapping ion cloud. 
After initial capturing of the electrons, the reduced precursor ion and its fragment ions 
could capture second electrons to form neutral species. The fragment ions intensities 
observed at near zero V, (see Figure 3.3) were already diminished because of the 
neutralization process. Decreasing the V, from 0.0 V to -6.0 V reduces the capture 
cross-section for the trapped ions and the precursor ion intensity was increased. The 
corresponding increase in the high-mass ECD-induced fragments was actually a 
consequence of the lower possibility of fragment ions to capture additional electron, 
i.e. lower possibility of neutralization loss. The absence of similar increase for low-
mass ECD-induced fragments might be attributed to the small sizes of these ions, i.e. 
low capture cross-section. The falling of the intensity of the precursor ions and the 
ECD-induced fragment ions at moderate to high V, (-6.0 V to —80.0 V) was another 
interesting observation. In theory, decreasing V, (more negative) has two major 
impacts. It increases (1) the average kinetic energy of the electrons to high values and 
hence reducing the electron capture cross-section; and (2) the electron flux by 
extracting more electrons per unit time from the heated filament. Assuming that the 
increased electron flux has no impact on the trapping efficiency of the trapped ion cell, 
the factor relating to the increase in electron flux might outweigh the one for the 
reduction of electron capture cross-section. This would account for the decreasing 
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trend of precursor ion intensity at V, lower than -6.0 V. Consider solely on the 
dissociative recombination pathway, a reduction in the precursor ion intensity should 
accompany with an increase in the intensity of ECD-induced fragment ions. However, 
if one takes into the consideration of the possibility of neutralization loss，the signal 
intensity of ECD-induced fragment ions might also be reduced by lowering the V, 
(more negative). Since the neutralization loss involves subsequent capture of another 
electron by the reduced precursor and fragment ions, the rate of neutralization loss 
might differ from ions to ions depending on their electron capture cross-sections (or 
physical size of the ions). This is in fact observed in Figure 3.3 that low-mass ECD-
induced fragment ions were reduced in a much slower rate than the high-mass ions. 
From the analytical point of view, the present results illustrate that good ECD-mass 
spectra of peptide ions could be registered at a wide range of average filament bias 
voltages (and hence the electron energies) even though the electron capture cross 
section (q ) is very sensitive to the energy of the electrons. 
It is perhaps worthwhile to note that apart from the consideration made in the signal 
intensities of various ions, the nature of fragment ions observed in our ECD spectra 
using different V,were almost identical. Fragment ions signifying hot electron capture 
dissociation (HECD)(6i) and electron excitation dissociation (EED)(67) of the precursor 
ions were not observed. The apparent lack of these dissociation processes might be 
attributed to the comparatively low-electron flux density of the filament-based 
electron gun as compared with the indirectly-heated cathode dispenser.(59"^ o) 
3.3.4 Effect of the electron irradiation time (tj 
The ECD efficiency of doubly-protonated substance P molecule-ions was investigated 
as a function of the electron irradiation time (t j . The filament position (f尸）was fixed at 
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20 mm. The experiments were also repeated three times. Figure 3.4 shows the intensity 
variation of the substance P molecular ions ([M+2H]^0 and it's ECD-induced 
fragment ions (i.e. C2+-C10+，except C3+) as a function of the electron irradiation time, i.e. 
ln(X). The error bars were obtained from 土 standard deviation of the normalized 
replicates. In these experiments, the energy and the flux of electrons were held almost 
constant by using a fixed filament heating current (3.0 A) and filament bias voltages 
(6.0 V). Under these conditions, the electron-capture cross-sections of the precursor 
ions and fragment ions should therefore be constants. The possibility of capturing 
electron by trapped ions should increase linearly with the electron irradiation time (tj . 
From the series of plots in Figure 3.4，it was interesting to note that the signal 
intensities of the precursor ions and ECD-induced fragment ions were strongly 
influenced by t^ , using the electrically heated filament as electron emission source. At 
very short electron irradiation time (t^ , < 1 millisecond), the intensity of the substance P 
molecule-ions showed insignificant changes. No detectable ECD-induced fragments 
were observed. At t^  of 5.0 milliseconds, a small drop of the precursor ion signals was 
observed with the production of small but significant ECD-induced fragments. 
Increasing t^  from 5.0 milliseconds up to 1.0 second resulted in an exponential 
decrease in the precursor ion intensity. Further increase in the t^  beyond 1.0 second had 
little influence on the residual precursor ion intensity. Again, there seems to be a size 
dependence effect on the impact of t^  on the intensities of the ECD-induced fragment 
ions. For the large fragment ions, i.e. c^ " to Cio+, their intensities were increased 
exponentially with t^  to a maximum at around 50 milliseconds. Above 50 milliseconds 
of electron irradiation, their intensities dropped exponentially w i t h F o r small 
fragment ions, i.e. C2+ to c , , the signal intensities were also increased exponentially 
with t^  up to around 50 milliseconds. Instead of reducing the fragment ion intensities, 














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































impact on the intensities of these small fragment ions. These interesting findings could 
again be explained on the basis of the distribution of the precursor ions with the 
trapped ion cell and the possible neutralization of the reduced precursor ions and 
singly-charge fragment ions by capturing additional electrons. Nevertheless, our 
experimental results indicate that good quality ECD spectra of peptides can be 
obtained by using filament-based electron gun with electron irradiation time as short 
as 10-50 milliseconds. 
3.3.5 Reduction of the fragment ions intensity 
In the previous sections we have found that when the electron flux (by increasing I, or 
Vj) or electron irradiation time was increased, there was a reduction in the signal 
intensities of ECD-induced fragment ions. These findings were explained on the basis 
of the distribution of the precursor ions with the trapped ion cell and the possible 
neutralization of the reduced precursor ions and singly-charge fragment ions by 
capturing additional electrons. To avoid miss-interpretating the experimental 
observations, other possible factors that might lead to the same observations were also 
explored. These include the possible removal of the product ions by absorption of IR 
photons emitted from blackbody radiation of the heated filament or by fluctuation of 
the trapping potentials due to the high electron flux. 
Figure 3.5 show several mass spectra of doubly-protonated substance P obtained 
under different commbinations of IR and electron irradiation conditions. The IR 
irradition was toggled by switching the filament heating current on and off; and the 
electron irradiation was controlled by pulsing the filament bias voltage. Figure 3.5a 
was obtained under conditions with no filament heating current; i.e. no electron and IR 

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































without electron injection by keeping the average filament bias voltage at +12 V; i.e. 
IR radiation with no electron irradiation. Figure 3.5c was obtained with filament 
heating current and average filament bias voltage fixed at 3.2 A and -6.0 V, 
respectively; i.e. with both electron irradiation and IR radiation. The electron 
irradiation time was then set to 3.0 s. In this series of experiment, the filament position 
(f尸）was fixed at 108 mm. In comparison with the signal intensity of precursor ions in 
Figure 3.5a, the signal intensity of residual precursor ions in Figure 3.5c was reduced 
to around 30%. In addition, some ECD-induced fragment ions, i.e. C2+-C10+ (except C3+) 
were also observed. In Figure 3.5b, the signal intensity of the residual precursor ions 
when irradiated with IR alone was the same as the signal intensity of the precursor ions 
in Figure 3.5a. From these spectra, it was concluded that IR radiation alone would 
have no or insignificant effect on the precursor ions under the present experimental 
conditions. Assuming that the IR radiation has the same influence on the precursor 
ions and the ECD induced fragment ions, the reduction in signal intensities of the ECD 
induced fragment ions was not caused by the IR radiation. 
During the ECD experiment, large number of electrons would be emitted from the 
heated filament. A substantial portion of these electrons might not pass though the 
opening of the trapped ion cell and would collide onto the rear trapping plate. Since 
electrons carry a negative charge and the number of electrons colliding onto the rear 
trapping plate is likely to increase proportionally with the electron flux (increasing I乂or 
Vy) and the electron irradiation time, it was postulated that the positive potential (+1.0 
V) of the rear trapping plate might be offset to a lower value or even to a negative 
potential and thus affecting the trapping efficiency of the trapped ions. Table 3.2 
shows the potentials of the front trapping plate and rear trapping plate (PVl & PV2) 





























































































































































































































filament heating current and the average filament bias voltage were fixed at 3.0 A 
and -6.0 V respectively. The filament position was fixed at -20 mm. The potential of 
the two trapping plate was monitored by a digital voltmeter with acuarcy down to 1 
mV. The potential of PVl and PV2 with no electron irradiation were 0.994 V and 
0.983 V，respectively. Increasing the irradiation time from 1.0 ms to 5.0 s, the trapping 
potentials remained constant. Therefore, the reduction in signal intensities of the ECD 
induced fragment ions was not caused by stability of trapping potentials. 
Among the three postulations for explaining the reduction in ECD induced fragment 
ions, neutralization of the reduced precursor ions and singly-charge fragment ions by 
capturing additional electrons seems to be the most reasonable one. 
3.3.6 Effect of the trapping potentials 
By changing the trapping potential from 1.0 V to 3.0 V, the translational energy of the 
trapped ions can have a broader range (from zero to 3 eV). These will surely affect the 
translational energy difference between the trapped ions and electrons. In order to 
examine this affect, the ECD efficiency of the doubly-protonated substance P 
molecule-ions was investigated under different trapping potentials. Figure 3.6 show 
several mass spectra of doubly-protonated substance P molecule-ions acquired with 
trapping potentials at 1.0 V (Figure 3.6a), 2.0 V (Figure 3.6b) and 3.0 V (Figure 3.6c). 
In all cases, the left spectra were obtained with no electron irradiation and the right 
spectra were obtained using ECD experimental conditions. For the ECD experiments, 
the filament heating current, average filament bias voltage and electron irradiation 
time were fixed at 3.0 A, -6 V and 10 ms, respectively. The filament was positioned at 
20 mm behind the rear trapping plate. When comparing the three mass spectra of the 

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































and relative intensities of the various ECD-derived fragment ions were the same 
within experimental uncertainties. The insignificant influence of the trapping potential 
on the efficiency of ECD experiment was intriguing. It might be caused by the broad 
distribution of the electron energies to match the broadened energy distribution of the 
trapped ions. Alternatively, the electrospray ion source used in the presence study 
might produce ions with very narrow energy distribution, a variation of trapping 
potentials from 1.0 V to 3.0 V had very little effect on the abundance of the trapped 
ions. 
3.4 Conclusions 
In this chapter，the impact of different experimental settings, including filament 
heating current, average filament bias voltages, electron irradiation time and trapping 
potentials, on the efficiency of electron capture dissociation were studied. Through 
these systematic investigation of experimental parameters, the performance of a 
commercially available FTICR-MS for ECD experiments has been substantially 
improved. Quality ECD spectra of peptides with electron irradiation time as short as 
10-50 milliseconds could be obtained. The knowledge about the impact of different 
experiment parameters on the efficiency of ECD experiments should be useful for 








In the Chapter 3, common experimental parameters for electron capture dissociation 
had been examined systematically. Using the present experimental arrangements, 
quality ECD mass spectra of model peptides could be obtained by irradiating the 
trapped ions with a short pulse (10-50 ms) of low energy electrons ( 3 - 6 eV) emitted 
from a heated rhenium ribbon 3.0 A).(68) Despite of the efforts in optimizing the 
experimental parameters to enhance the efficiency of the electron capture dissociation 
of peptides, the percentage of conversion of the precursor ions into fragment ions 
remains low in comparison with other conventional dissociation methods, such as 
SORI-CID and MPD. Majority of the precursor ions remains intact even under 
optimum ECD experimental conditions. From the literature reports(59"^�68) ^nd the 
experimental findings in the previous Chapter, it was postulated that the efficiency of 
ECD process(es) is limited by the small overlapping of the ion cloud and the electron 
beam. Using the "kicker voltage" trapping method/^) it was believed that the ion cloud 
is rather diffuse with large cross-sectional area. However, the electrons ejected by the 
heated filament at a far distance from the trapped ion cell should be confined by the 
strong magnetic field into a high flux beam with narrow cross-sectional area. 
Alternatively, the efficiency of ECD process(es) might also be limited by the mismatch 
of the electron energy and the kinetic energy of the trapped ions.^) Due presumably to 
the limited ECD efficiency, ECD spectra could only experimentally produced from 
peptides with strong initial precursor ion intensities. In comparison with conventional 
dissociation methods, such as SORI-CID and MPD, the overall sensitivity of the ECD 
method for producing sequence specific information remains relatively low. 
Attempts have been made to enhance the ECD efficiency by modifying the 
experimental arrangement and/or pulse sequence events. Particular attention has been 
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made to study the effect of pulse cooling gas in ECD experiment/^ '^^ ®^ With the use of 
different gas loading and different cooling gases, the function of the cooling gas in 
ECD experiment would be examined. Finally, the feasibility of using multiple electron 
irradiation events in enhancing the ECD efficiency would also be evaluated. 
4.2 Experimental 
4.2.1 Materials 
All materials were obtained commercially and were used without further purification. 
Substance P’ bombesin, carrasin were obtained from Sigma Chemical Co. (St.Louis, 
MO). Methanol (HPLC grade) was obtained from Labscan Ltd. (Bangkok,Thailand). 
Acetic acid (99.8 %) was purchased from Riedel-de Haen (Germany). Gas cylinder of 
nitrogen gas, argon gas and xenon gas were purchased form Hong Kong Gas Ltd. 
(HK). 
4.2.2 Sample preparation 
Substance P，bombesin, carrasin solutions were prepared in a mixture of methanol and 
de-ionized water (v:v = 1:1) with 1% acetic acid at concentration of 25 - 50 pmol/|j,L. 
All sample solutions were freshly prepared to avoid alkali-ions contamination. 
4.2.3 Instrumentation 
All the experiments in this chapter were performed using the 4.7 tesla FTICR-MS 
which was described in section 2.1. Unless specify, the static trapping voltages of the 
trapping electrode was fixed at 1.0 V. The potentials of all other electrodes and ion 
optics were adjusted to optimizing the ion signals and resolution. The filament 
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position was fixed at 20 mm or 108 mm. The flow of sample solution was 40-60 jj.L/hr 
and the temperature of the drying nitrogen gas was set to 300 The acquisition pulse 
program was modified to incorporate additional features to allow the study of the 
effect of the pulse gas cooling and multiple electron irradiation on the quality of the 
ECD spectrum. 
4.3 Results and discussion 
4.3.1 Effect of the filament position 
As mention in the previous chapter, the cross section of the electron beam were 
relatively small when compare with the dimension of the ion cloud within the cell. 
When the filament electron gun was placed at a distant from the trapped ion cell (i.e. 
108 mm), the electrons should pass though the opening of the cell at a more or less 90° 
with respect to the rear trapped plate. Therefore, the cross-sectional area of the 
electron beam would be limited by the size of the cell opening (i.e. 6.0 mm). However, 
by moving the electron gun closer to the trapped ion cell (i.e. 20 mm), the electrons 
generated at the two sides of the filament might also be able to pass through the cell 
opening and interact with the trapped ions. In order to investigate the effect of the 
filament position, the original filament-based electron gun was modified. For the 
original filament geometry, the filament was spot-welted onto two metal posts and the 
two metal posts were then fixed at a ceramic base. The ceramic base was held on a 
stainless steel flange. With the original flange the filament were placed at 108 mm 
from the rear trapping plate. For the modified electron gun, a home-made elongated 
flange was applied so that the electron gun was adjusted to 20 mm behind the rear 
trapping plate. Figure 4.1a and 4.1b show the photos of the conventional and modified 
























































































































Figure 4.2a and 4.2b show the typical ECD mass spectra of molecule-ions of substance 
P and bombesin, respectively. In both cases, the top spectra were obtained after the 
filament position (f尸）was adjusted to -20 mm away from the rear trapping plate of the 
trapped ion cell; whereas the bottom spectra were obtained with the filament position 
( y fixed at 108 mm. All the spectra were obtained under the benchmark conditions 
(i.e. Vy = -6.0 V，I, = 3.0 A, and T^  = 3.0 s). For ECD spectra of substance P, all 
expected ECD-induced fragment ions were clearly identified. In the ECD spectrum of 
bombesin with filament position fixed at 108 mm (bottom spectrum), only major 
fragment ions, i.e., C5+-C9+, were observed. In the ECD spectrum of bombesin with 
filament position fixed at -20 mm (top spectrum), two more weak ECD-induced 
fragment ions were observed, i.e., Comparing the ECD efficiency for filament 
position fixed at -20 mm and 108 mm, moving the filament closer to the trapped ion 
cell showed some improvements on the quality of the ECD mass spectra. This might 
be a consequence of the higher transmission of electrons from the filament surface into 
the trapped ion cell and the larger electron beam cross section. 
4.3.2 Effect of the collision gas pressure 
One of the important conditions for obtaining quality ECD spectrum was the 
requirement for a near-zero translational energy difference between the trapped ions 
and electrons.(58) Since the trapping potential was fixed at 1.0 V, the translational 
energy of the trapped ions should be less than 1 eV. In order to generate a stable flux of 
electrons, the optimum filament bias voltage was found to be -6.0 V. One approach to 
reduce the translational energy of the electrons involves the use of cooling gas. By 
introducing a pulse of buffer gas during the electron irradiation event, the translation 






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































neutral gas atoms or molecules. Moreover the buffer gas can cool the precursor ions. 
As noticed in the previous chapter the overlap between the electron beam and the ion 
cloud of the precursor ions are very small. Hence, a portion of the precursor ions is far 
away from the electron beam and cannot capture electrons. By collision scattering, the 
electron beam might be expanded to cover a larger cross-sectional area. Therefore it 
might increase the overlap between the electron beam and the ion cloud and increase 
the ion population for electron capture. Buffer gas cooling can also reduce the 
amplitude of the ion axial oscillation so it can increase the trapping efficiency of the 
externally injected ions. The buffer gas might also cool the translationlly excited ECD 
fragment ions and reduce their losses. 
Figure 4.3 and 4.4 show the ECD spectra of substance P and bombesin obtained with 
different extent of gas pulse cooling, respectively. In these series of experiment, all the 
spectra were obtained under the same conditions, i.e., benchmark condition (V,= -6.0 
V, \f= 3.0 A, and T^  = 3.0 s) with the filament was fixed at 108 mm. During the ECD 
experiment, the pressure of the trapped ion cell was temporarily raised to 5 x 10"', 2 x 
10-6 如d 4 X 10-6 torr using a 1150 fxs, 1200 [is and 1350 \is gas pulse, respectively. 
After the 3 second of electron irradiation, an additional pumping delay was also 
included in the pulse program. The pressure of the trapped ion cell was reduced to less 
than 2 x 10'^  torr prior to ion excitation and detection. Compare the ECD spectra of 
substance P obtained with (Figure 4.3b) and without (Figure 4.3a) pulsing of argon 
cooling gas, increasing the pressure of the trapped ion cell to 5 x 10'^  torr by purging 
with inert argon gas during the electron irradiation was found to exert significant 
improvement in the quality of the ECD spectra. In Figure 4.3a all c-fragment of 
substance P (except c广 and c,^) was obtained; whereas some additional collision 
induced b- and y-ions was also obtained in Figure 4b. The signal intensity of the high 
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































the cooling gas was found to be detrimental to the ECD experiment. Nearly a complete 
suppression (or removal) of the ECD fragment ions was observed at long pulse 
duration of the cooling gas (Figure 4.3c and 4.3d). Figure 4.4a shows the ECD 
spectrum of bombesin obtained without gas pulse cooling. Only major ECD fragment 
(C5+ - C9+) were obtained. When obtain the ECD spectrum of bombesin 
with the pressure of the trapped ion cell raised to 5 x 10"^  torr (Figure 4.4b), more 
ECD-induced fragment ions were obtained (C3+ - C13+). Collision induced b-ions were 
again obtained in this spectrum. Similar to substance P, high loading of cooling gas 
also quenched the ion signals of ECD induced fragments (Figure 4.4c and Figure 4.4d). 
Although the exact function to the pulse gas was not known, it was clearly 
demonstrated that a better ECD spectrum could be obtained by suitably using 
pneumatically-assisted conditions. 
4.3.3 Effect of the collision gas 
If the primary function of the buffer gas involves the reduction of the kinetic energies 
of fragment ions through ion/neutral collisions, different buffer gases might have 
different efficiencies in improving the quality of the ECD spectrum. In order to 
investigate the collision cooling effect for alternate buffer gases, ECD experiments 
with several different kinds of buffer gases including Nitrogen (28 amu), argon (40 
amu) and Xenon (131 amu) were conducted. It was suggested that the heavier is the 
mass of buffer gas, the better is the collisional cooling effect.��) This is because when 
ions collide with the heavier buffer gases, they are able to remove more kinetic energy 
from ions. 
Figure 4.5 summarizes signal intensities of ECD-induced fragment ions, C2+-C10+, 





































































































































































cooling gas, such as nitrogen, argon and xenon. In this series of experiment the 
filament position was set to 108 mm and the filament heating current, average filament 
bias voltage and the electron irradiation time were set to 3.0 A, -6.0 V and 3.0 sec 
respectively. The pressure of the trapped ion cell was temporarily raised to 5 x 10'^  torr 
no matter which kind of pulse cooling gas was in used. After the 3.0 seconds of 
electron irradiation, an addition pumping delay was introduced. The pressure of the 
trapped ion cell was then reduced to less than 2 x 10"^  torr before ion excitation and 
detection. Among the three pulse cooling gas, the ECD efficiency of substance P with 
the introduction of argon pulse cooling gas was the highest. The signal intensity of the 
low mass fragment ions, C2+ and C4+ - C6+ ions, were 50% higher when compare with 
ECD spectra with nitrogen and xenon pulse cooling gas. Among the three gases being 
tested, argon seems to be the most efficient cooling gas for ECD experiment. As is 
postulated in the previous section (section 4.3.2), the ftmction(s) of the cooling gas . 
was largely unknown. It is difficult to account for the high performance of argon over 
the other two gases in assisting the acquisition of ECD spectrum of peptides. If the 
collision cooling of the precursor ions and translationally excited fragment ions is an 
important event, then efficiencies of these gases in ECD experiments should increase 
with their masses, i.e. Xe > Ar > Nj. The relatively poor performance of Xe gas might 
however be correlated to it's low volatility. After the pulsing of Xe gas, a much longer 
period of pumping was required to reduce the high vacuum pressure back to 2 x 10"^  
torr. With such a long delay, some of the residual precursor ions and ECD induced 
fragment ions might escape from the trapped ion cell. 
4.3.4 Effect of the electron irradiation at different pulse gas interval 
In previous section we have mention that introducing a pulse of cooling gas during the 
75 
electron irradiation event may cool the electrons and the precursor ions as well as the 
ECD fragment ions. In this series of experiment we will further investigate the 
function of pulse cooling gas in ECD. ECD spectra at this section were acquired using 
a modified ECD pulse program. A schematic diagram for the pulse program is shown 
in Figure 4.6 (For source code of the pulse program, please refer to Appendix D). With 
the modified pulse program, a time delay was introduced between the collision gas 
pulse and the electron irradiation pulse. Under these experimental conditions, the 
cooling of precursor ions should be the same for all experiments; whereas the cooling 
of the electrons and the ECD induced fragment ions would be reduced as the time 
delay increases. Figure 4.7 summarizes signal intensities of ECD-induced fragment 
ions, C2+-C10+，except C3+ ions of the doubly-protonated Substance P obtained with 
different time delay between the pulse gas and the electron irradiation. All the ECD 
spectra of substance P were obtained with I户 V^and T,, fixed at 3.0 A, -6 V and 1.0 s, 
respectively. The filament position was set to 108 mm. The pressure of the trapped ion 
cell was raised to 5 x 10"' torr by introducing a pulse of argon gas. The time delay 
between the pulse gas and electron irradiation were vary from 0 to 2.0 s. It is obvious 
that the introduction of extra time-delay between the pulsing of cooling gas and the 
electron irradiation reduces the intensities of the ECD induced fragment ions. Based 
on the experimental results, the reduction of electron energy (or expansion of the beam 
diameter) and/or collision cooling of the ECD derived fragment ions seem to be more 
important than the cooling of the precursor ions for improving the ECD efficiency. 
4.3.5 Effect of the multiple electron irradiation 
The feasibility of using multiple electron irradiation procedure for enhancing the 
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irradiation experiments were conducted by modifying the pulse program of ECD 
experiment with collision cooling. The schematic diagram for the pulse program is 
shown in Figure 4.8 (For source code of the pulse program, please refer to Appendix 
E). By modifying the pulse program, several pulse of cooling gas was introduced into 
trapped ion cell with an appropriate pumping delay in between. The pressure of the 
trapped ion cell can be raised to 5 x 10'' torr for several times. During each pulse of 
cooling gas, a 3 s electron irradiation was introduced together with the pulse gas. The If 
and Vf were fixed at 3.0 A and -6V respectively. The filament was fixed at 108 mm 
behind the end trapping plate. Figure 4.9 shows the ECD spectra with multiple 
electron irradiations (Figure 4.9a) and with single electron irradiation (Figure 4.9b). It 
was found that the ECD efficiency of multiple electron irradiations are even lower than 
those of single electron irradiation. This observation might be explained on the basis of 
ion loss during the long scan time and the neutralization loss. 
4.3.6 Optimized Conditions 
Figure 4.10a and 4.10b show ECD MS/MS mass spectra of bombesin and carrasin, 
respectively, using optimized experimental parameters with (bottom spectra) and 
without (top spectra) pulse cooling gas. With optimized experimental parameters; i.e. 
V,= 5.75 V，I,= 3.0 A, and T^  = 50 ms, ECD spectrum of bombesin shows 11 sequence 
specific fragment ions generated from cleavages of 9 out of 13 inter-residue linkages 
within the molecules. Addition of the pulse of argon gas during the electron irradiation 
time doubled the number of sequence specific fragment ions including the formation 
of some a- and b-ions. The sequence coverage increased from 69% up to 85%. Using 
the present experimental arrangement, the ECD efficiency for larger peptide ions was 































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































experimental conditions yields only 12 sequence specific fragment ions generated 
from cleavages of only 10 out 20 inter-residue linkages within the molecules. The 
addition of pulse argon gas has some improvement on the overall ion signal intensities 
due presumably to the better trapping of the precursor and fragment ions. However, no 
noticeable improvement was found in terms of the number of sequence specific 
fragment ions or sequence coverage. 
A distinct advantage of electron capture dissociation over the conventional tandem 
mass spectrometry is that it cleaves different and many more backbone bonds.(5°，58) 
From our experimental results, we also recognize this advantage. For ECD spectrum 
of doubly-protonated substance P acquired with optimized experimental parameters 
and pulse of argon gas (Figure not shown), all the expected ECD fragment ions are 
obtained, i.e. C2+-C10+，except C3+. 
2 
For CID spectrum of substance P reported from literature(⑷，it was showed that CID 
due to higher capillary-skimmer voltages (-150 V) could obtain all the b-fragments 
except for b, and b4. 
yRPlKiPOtoiffblLlM -NH, 
These results show that ECD might cleave different backbone bonds when compared 
with CID. For ECD spectrum of doubly-protonated bombesin acquired with optimized 
experimental parameters and pulse of argon gas (Figure 4.10a), ECD fragments, i.e. 
C3+-C13+，are obtained. 
e pEQ R t !Ci _ W lAlVlG l�I t U -Ni l , 
z 
For CID spectrum of bombesin,，only limited fragments are obtained, i.e. bg-bij, 
83 
except b,,. 
y pEQ R L G N Q W W f c wWn -Ni l , 
In this case, ECD can give more sequence information than CID. 
The above examples have demonstrated the advantages of the novel ECD technique. 
Since ECD might cleave the sequence at different sites and give more extensive 
cleavage, ECD can be complementary to the conventional tandem mass spectrometry, 
such as collision induced dissociation and infrared multi-photon dissociation. In 
combination with these other dissociation techniques, ECD can play an important role 
in de novo sequencing. 
4.4 Conclusions 
In these studies, we have achieved a better quality, higher fragment ion intensity and 
more sequence coverage spectrum by introducing a pulse cooling gas to the electron 
capture event. We have optimized the gas type and gas pressure for ECD. From the 
study of filament position, we found that there was little improvement on the signal 
intensity. For the multiple irradiation study, the ion loss during the long acquisition 
time and the neutralization loss may lead to the poor performance of multiple 
irradiation. In conclusion, we have obtained ECD spectrum using the optimized ECD 
condition with pulse of collision cooling gas. Quality spectrum of peptide molecules 






Electron capture dissociation spectrum was successfully performed with a commercial 
available Fourier Transform Ion Cyclotron Resonance Mass Spectrometer. Through a 
systematic investigation of experimental parameters, we found that filament heating 
current, average filament bias voltage and electron irradiation time are very critical to 
electron capture dissociation. It was found that there are distinct behavior for the 
high-mass and low mass fragment ions in respect to the filament heating current, 
average filament bias voltage and electron irradiation time. An explanation based on 
the neutralization of the reduced precursor ions and singly-charge fragment ions by 
capturing additional electrons was proposed. Quality ECD spectra of peptides with 
electron irradiation time as short as 50 ms without using the time consuming gas 
cooling procedure could be obtained. In the ECD efficiency enhancement studies, we 
have shown that fixing the electron source closer to the rear trapping electrode and 
introducing a collision cooling gas in the ECD event can have an improvement in ECD 
efficiency. We have also show that the major function of the pulse of collision cooling 
gas in ECD is to cool the electron rather than the precursor ions. The shortest electron 
irradiation time for obtaining an ECD spectrum in our instrument is only 5 ms. This is 
far shorter than other instruments with similar heated-filament electron sources. The 
relatively high performance of our heated filament electron source is not clearly 
understood. It is believed that the exact geometry of the heated filament might be an 
important parameter for efficient production and transmission of electrons into the 
trapped ion cell. 
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Appendices 
Appendix A Simple pulse sequence program for ESI FTICR-MS experiments 
；#XS_label "Simple ESI-FTICR" 
；#XS—dataset "none" 
；FTMS APEX I version 






d31 setf2|9| 11 ； digitize icr signal, r f^MOD flag 
;#ES_conditional_pp DM bb d31 setf2^ 10 ； set HFU for BB detect. 
;#ES_conditional_pp DM hires d31 setf2| 10 ； set HFU for HR detect. 
;#ES_conditional_pp RGAIN low d31 setf2^8 ；"八8"= Receiver Gain low 
;#ES_conditional_pp RGAIN high d31 setf2|8 ；丨丨丨8"= Receiver Gain high 
1 ze 
tlo 
10 dO ； pumping delay 
d31 reset 1 reset2 ； reset the phase on both channels 
；ESI_Source_Quench_Block 






;#ES_bIock "Quench" optional 
;#ES_bitmap "quench.bmp" 
;#ES_eventtype quench 
;#ES_parameter pi dl 
91 
pl:c2 ； Quench Pulse RCP 02 
d 1 ； Delay 
；lonizationBlock 
;#ES_block "Ion Generation" 
;#ES_bitmap "ion_gen2.bmp" 
;#ES_eventtype ionization 
;#ES_parameter p2 d2 
;#ES_conditional_pp IM internal p2:c3 ； internal ionization pulse 
;#ES—conditioualjjp IM external p2:c4 ； external ionization pulse 
;#ES_conditional_pp IM both p2:c4 ； external ionization pulse 
d2 ； Delay 
； STAGE 丨 OF EXPERIMENT 
；MS/MS Selection_Block A 
;#ES—block "Correlated Sweep" optional off 
;#ES_bitmap "msnis_sel_a.bmp" 
;#ES_eventtype corrsweep 
;#ES_parameter p4 tl4 
d31 tl4 ； set attn. for tx board 1 for ejection sweep 
20 (p4 phi ol):fl ； correlated ejection sweep 
lo to 20 times 10 ； use loop counter L[0] 
;#ES_fIag_comment ;#FC_ fl corr—sweep 0 
；Clean-UP Shots—Block 
;#ES—block "Correlated Shots" optional off 
;#ES_bitmap "cI_shots.bmp" 
;#ES_eventtype corrshot 
;#ES_parameter p7 tl6 
d31 tl6 ； set atten, on tx board 1 
30 (p7 phi ol):fl ； correlated ejection shots 
lo to 30 times 13 ； use loop counter L[3] 
;#ES_flag_comment ;#FC_ fl corr shot 0 
；Pulsed Valve Block 







;#ES_block "Reaction Delay" optional off 
;#ES_bitmap "react_del4.bmp” 
;#ES_eventtype user delay 
;#ES_parameter d6 
d6 ； reaction delay 





;#ES_parameter p3 tl3 pO tlO 
；load 1 MHz synchronization frequency, then reset phase 
d31 tlO ； set attenuation for sync. freq. (60 dB) 
(pO ph31 ol):fl ； load sync. freq. 
d31 reset 1 ； reset the phase 
d31 tl3 ； set atten. on tx board I for the detection 
;#ES_conditional_pp EM shot (p3 phi ol):fi ； detection excitation shot 
;#ES_conditional_pp EM shot ;#FC_ fl excitation_shot 
;#ES_conditional_pp EM sweep 70 (p3 phi ol):fl ； detection excitation sweep 
;#ES_conditional_pp EM sweep lo to 70 times 131 ； use loop counter L[31 ] 







;#ES_conditional_pp DM hires d30 ol ； receiver dead time and set mixer frequency for hr 
;#ES_conditional_pp DM hires ;#FC_ fl detection mixer freq 
;#ES_conditional_pp DM bb d30 ； receiver dead time 





wr #0 ； write data to disk 
exit ； end 
phl= 0 0 2 2 ； phase program 
ph31=0 0 2 2 ； phase program for 1 MHz synchronization freq. 
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Appendix B Pulse sequence program for ESI FTICR-MS electron capture 
dissociation experiments without collision cooling 
；#XS_label "ECD MS/MS" 
；#XS_dataset "none" 
；FTMS APEX I version 






d31 setf2|9| 11 ； digitize icr signal, rf(*)MOD flag 
;#ES_conditional_pp DM bb d31 setf2八 10 ； set HFU for BB detect. 
;#ES_conditional_pp DM hires d31 setf2| 10 ； set HFU for HR detect. 
;#ES_conditional_pp RGAIN low d31 setf2^8 ；"八8"= Receiver Gain low 
;#ES_conditional_pp RGAIN high d31 setf2|8 ；"丨8"= Receiver Gain high 
1 ze 
tlo 
10 dO ； pumping delay 
d31 reset 1 reset2 ； reset the phase on both channels 
；ESlSource—Quench—Block 










pl:c2 ； Quench Pulse RCP 02 
95 
dl ； Delay 
；lonizationBlock 
;#ES—block "Ion Generation" 
;#ES_bitmap "ion_gen2.bmp" 
;#ES_eventtype ionization 
;#ES_parameter p2 d2 
;#ES_conditional_pp IM internal p2:c3 ； internal ionization pulse 
;#ES_conditional_pp IM external p2:c4 ； external ionization pulse 
;#ES_conditional_pp IM both p2:c4 ； external ionization pulse 
d2 ； Delay 
； STAGE 1 OF EXPERIMENT 
；MS/MS Selection Block A 
;#ES—block "Correlated Sweep" optional off 
;#ES_bitmap "msms_sel_a.bmp" 
;#ES_eventtype corr sweep 
;#ES_parameter p4 tl4 
d31 tl4 ； set attn. for tx board 1 for ejection sweep 
20 (p4 phi ol) : f l ； correlated ejection sweep 
lo to 20 times 10 ； use loop counter L[0] 
;#ES—flag—comment ;#FC_ fl corr_sweep 0 
；Clean-UP Shots_Block 
;#ES一block "Correlated Shots" optional off 
;#ES_bitmap "cl一shots.bmp" 
;#ES_eventtype corrshot 
;#ES_parameter p7 tl6 
d31 tl6 ； set atten. on tx board 1 
30 (p7 phi ol) : f l ； correlated ejection shots 
lo to 30 times 13 ； use loop counter L[3] 
;#ES_fIag—comment ;#FC_ fl corr—shot 0 
；Pulsed Valve Block 
;#ES_block "Pulsed Valve" optional off 
96 
;#ES—bitmap "p_valve.bmp" 








d6 ； reaction delay 
； STAGE 2 OF EXPERIMENT (ELECTRON CAPTURE) 
；lonizationBlock 




p27:c3 ；internal ionization pulse 
；Reaction Delay Block 




d8 ； reaction delay 





;#ES_paranieter p3 tl3 pO tlO 
97 
；load 1 MHz synchronization frequency, then reset phase 
d31 tlO ； set attenuation for sync. freq. (60 dB) 
(pO ph31 ol):f l ； load sync. freq. 
d31 reset 1 ； reset the phase 
d31 tl3 ； set atten. on tx board 1 for the detection 
;#ES_conditional_pp EM shot (p3 phi ol):fI ； detection excitation shot 
;#ES_conditional_pp EM shot ;#FC— fl excitation shot 
;#ES一conditional_pp EM sweep 70 (p3 phi ol):fl ； detection excitation sweep 
;#ES_conditional_pp EM sweep lo to 70 times 131 ； use loop counter L[31 ] 






;#ES_conditional_pp DM hires d30ol ； receiver dead time and set mixer frequency for hr 
;#ES_conditional_pp DM hires ;#FC_ fl detection mixer freq 
;#ES_conditional_pp DM bb d30 ； receiver dead time 





wr #0 ； write data to disk 
exit ； end 
phl= 0 0 2 2 ； phase program 
ph31=0 0 2 2 ； phase program for I MHz synchronization freq. 
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Appendix C Pulse sequence program for ESI FTICR-MS electron capture 
dissociation experiments with collision cooling 
；#XSJabel "ECD MS/MS" 
；#XS_dataset "none" 
；FTMS APEX I version 
；Includes Scan Accumulation Correction 





d31 setf2|9| 11 ； digitize icr signal, rfl:*)MOD flag 
;#ES—conditional_pp DM bb d31 setf2^ 10 ； set HFU for BB detect. 
;#ES_conditional_pp DM hires d31 setf2| 10 ； set HFU for HR detect. 
;#ES_conditionaI_pp RGAIN low d31 setf2^8 ；"八8"= Receiver Gain low 
;#ES_conditional_pp RGAIN high d31 setf2|8 ； "|8"= Receiver Gain high 
1 ze 
tlo 
10 dO ； pumping delay 
d31 reset! reset2 ； reset the phase on both channels 
；ESlSourceQuenchBlock 






;#ES_block "Quench" optional 
;#ES_bitmap "quench.bmp" 
;#ES_eventtype quench 
;#ES_parameter pi dl 
pl:c2 ； Quench Pulse RCP 02 
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dl ； Delay 
；Ionization—Block 
;#ES_block "Ion Generation" 
;#ES_bimiap "ion_gen2.bmp" 
;#ES_eventtype ionization 
;#ES_paranieter p2 d2 
;#ES_conditional—pp IM internal p2:c3 ； internal ionization pulse 
;#ES_conditional—pp IM external p2:c4 ； external ionization pulse 
;#ES_conditional_pp IM both p2:c4 ； external ionization pulse 
d2 ； Delay 
； STAGE 1 OF EXPERIMENT 
；MS/MS Selection_Block A 
;#ES_block "Correlated Sweep" optional off 
;#ES—bitmap "msnis_sel_a.bmp" 
;#ES_eventtype corr sweep 
;#ESjparameter p4 tl4 
d31 tl4 ； set attn. for tx board 1 for ejection sweep 
20 (p4 phi ol):fl ； correlated ejection sweep 
lo to 20 times 10 ； use loop counter L[0] 
;#ES_flag—comment ;#FC_ fl corr_sweep 0 
；Clean-UP Shots_Block 
;#ES_block "Correlated Shots" optional off 
;#ES_bitmap "cl_shots.bmp" 
;#ES_eventtype corr—shot 
;#ESj3arameter p7 tl6 
d31 tl6 ； set atten. on tx board I 
30 (p7 phi ol):fl ； correlated ejection shots 
lo to 30 times 13 ； use loop counter L[3] 
;#ES_flag—comment ;#FC_ fl corr—shot 0 
；Pulsed Valve—Block 







;#ES_block "Reaction Delay" optional off 
;#ES—bitmap "react_del4.bmp" 
;#ES_eventtype user delay 
;#ES_parameter d6 
d6 ； reaction delay 
； STAGE 2 OF EXPERIMENT (ELECTRON CAPTURE) 
；Pulsed Valve Block 
;#ES—block "Pulsed valve with delay" optional off 
;#ES—bitmap "p_valve.bmp" 
;#ES_eventtype user_pulse 
;#ES—parameter p26 d7 
(p26):c6 (d7) 
；lonizationBlock 
;#ES_block "Pulsed valve with electron injection" optional off 
;#ES_bitmap "ion_gen2.bmp" 
;#ES—eventtype ionization 
;#ES_parameter p26 p27 
(p26):c6 (p27):c3 ；internal ionization pulse 
；Reaction Delay一Block 
;#ES_block "Reaction Delay" optional off 
;#ES_bitmap "react_del4.bmp" 
;#ES_eventtype user delay 
;#ES_parameter d8 
d8 ； reaction delay 
， 
； EXCITATION AND DETECTION 
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;#ES_parameter p3 tl3 pO tlO 
；load 1 MHz synchronization frequency, then reset phase 
d31 tlO ； set attenuation for sync. freq. (60 dB) 
(pO ph3 丨 o 1 ):fl ； load sync. freq. 
d31 reset 1 ； reset the phase 
d31 tl3 ； set atten. on tx board 1 for the detection 
;#ES_conditional_pp EM shot (p3 phi ol):f 1 ； detection excitation shot 
;#ES_conditional_pp EM shot ;#FC_ fl excitation—shot 
;#ES_conditional_pp EM sweep 70 (p3 phi ol):fl ； detection excitation sweep 
;#ES_conditional_pp EM sweep lo to 70 times 131 ； use loop counter L[31 ] 






;#ES_conditional_pp DM hires d30 o 1 ； receiver dead time and set mixer frequency for hr 
;#ES—conditional_pp DM hires ;#FC_ fl detection mixer freq 
;#ES_conditional_pp DM bb d30 ； receiver dead time 






wr #0 ； write data to disk 
exit ； end 
phl= 0 0 2 2 ； phase program 
ph31= 0 0 2 2 ； phase program for 1 MHz synchronization freq. 
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Appendix D Modified pulse sequence program for ESI FTICR-MS electron 
capture dissociation experiments with a time lag between collision 
cooling and electron irradiation. 
；#XS_label "ECD MS/MS" 
；#XS_dataset "none" 
；FTMS APEX I version 






d31 setf2|9| 11 ； digitize icr signal, rf(*)MOD flag 
;#ES_conditional_pp DM bb d31 setG^l0 ； set HFU for BB detect. 
;#ES_conditional_pp DM hires d31 setf2| 10 ； set HFU for HR detect. 
;#ES_conditionalj3p RGAIN low d31 setf2八8 ；"八8"二 Receiver Gain low 
;#ES_conditionaI_pp RGAIN high d31 setf2|8 ； "|8"= Receiver Gain high 
1 ze 
tlo 
10 d o ； pumping delay 
d31 reset 1 reset2 ； reset the phase on both channels 
；ESISourceQuenchBlock 






;#ES_block "Quench" optional 
;#ES_bitmap "quench.bmp" 
;#ES_eventtype quench 
;#ES_parameter pi dl 
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p 1 :c2 ； Quench Pulse RCP 02 
d 1 ； Delay 
；lonizationBlock 
;#ES_block "Ion Generation" 
;#ES_bitmap "ion_gen2.bmp" 
;#ES_eventtype ionization 
;#ES_parameter p2 d2 
;#ES_conditional_pp IM internal p2:c3 ； internal ionization pulse 
;#ES_conditional_pp IM external p2:c4 ； external ionization pulse 
;#ES_conditional_pp IM both p2:c4 ； external ionization pulse 
d2 ； Delay 
； STAGE 1 OF EXPERIMENT 
；MS/MS SeIection_Block A 
;#ES_bIock "Correlated Sweep" optional off 
;#ES_bitmap "msms_sel_a.bmp" 
;#ES—eventtype corr—sweep 
;#ES_parameter p4 tl4 
d31 tI4 ； set attn. for tx board 1 for ejection sweep 
20 (p4 phi ol):fl ； correlated ejection sweep 
lo to 20 times 10 ； use loop counter L[0] 
;#ES_flag—comment ;#FC_ fl corr sweep 0 
；Clean-UP Shots_Block 
;#ES_block "Correlated Shots" optional off 
;#ES_bitmap "cl_shots.bmp" 
;#ES_eventtype coir—shot 
;#ES_parameter p7 tl6 
d31 tl6 ； set atten. on tx board 1 
30 (p7 phi ol):fl ； correlated ejection shots 
lo to 30 times 13 ； use loop counter L[3] 
;#ES_flag_comment ;#FC_ fl corr_shot 0 
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；Pulsed Valve Block 










d6 ； reaction delay 
； STAGE 2 OF EXPERIMENT (ELECTRON CAPTURE) 
；Pulsed Valve_Block 
;#ES—block "Pulsed valve with delay" optional off 
;#ES_bitmap "p_valve.bmp" 
;#ES—eventtype user_pulse 
;#ES_parameter p26 d7 
(p26):c6 (d7) 
；lonizationBlock 
;#ES—block "Pulsed valve with electron injection" optional off 
;#ES_bitmap "ion_gen2.bmp" 
;#ES_eventtype ionization 
;#ES_parameter p26 p27 d9 
(p26):c6 (d9 p27):c3 ；internal ionization pulse 
；Reaction Delay—Block 




d8 ； reaction delay 
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;#ES—eventtype excitation sweep 
;#ES_parameter p3 tl3 pO tlO 
；load 1 MHz synchronization frequency, then reset phase 
d31 tlO ； set attenuation for sync. freq. (60 dB) 
(pO ph31 ol):fl ； load sync. freq. 
d31 resell ； reset the phase 
d31 tl3 ； set atten. on tx board 1 for the detection 
;#ES_conditional_pp EM shot (p3 phi ol):fl ； detection excitation shot 
;#ES_conditional_pp EM shot ;#FC_ fl excitation shot 
;#ES_conditional_pp EM sweep 70 (p3 phi ol):fl ； detection excitation sweep 
;#ES_conditional_pp EM sweep lo to 70 times 131 ； use loop counter L[31 ] 






;#ES_conditional_pp DM hires d30 o 1 ； receiver dead time and set mixer frequency for hr 
;#ES_conditional_pp DM hires ;#FC_ fl detection mixer freq 
;#ES_conditional_pp DM bb d30 ； receiver dead time 





;#ES 一 e v e n t t y p e exit 
wr #0 ； write data to disk 
exit ； end 
phl= 0 0 2 2 ； phase program 
ph31= 0 0 2 2 ； phase program for 1 MHz synchronization freq. 
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Appendix E Modified pulse sequence program for ESI FTICR-MS electron 
capture dissociation experiments with multiple irradiation 
；#XS_label "ECD MS/MS" 
；#XS_dataset "none" 
；FTMS APEX I version 






d31 setf2|9| 11 ； digitize icr signal, rf(*)MOD flag 
;#ES_conditional_pp DM bb d31 setf2^10 ； set HFU for BB detect. 
;#ES_conditional_pp DM hires d31 setf2| 10 ； set HFU for HR detect. 
;#ES_conditional_pp RGAIN low d31 setf2^8 ； ”八8"= Receiver Gain low 
;#ES_conditional_pp RGAFN high d31 setf2|8 ； "|8"= Receiver Gain high 
1 ze 
tlo 
10 d o ； pumping delay 
d31 reset 1 reset2 ； reset the phase on both channels 
；ESI_Source_Quench_Block 






;#ES_block "Quench" optional 
;#ES_bitmap "quench.bmp" 
;#ES_eventtype quench 
;#ES_parameter pi dl 
pl:c2 ； Quench Pulse RCP 02 
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d 1 ； Delay 
；Ionization—Block 
;#ES_block "Ion Generation" 
;#ES—bitmap "ion—gen2.bmp" 
;#ES—eventtype ionization 
;#ES_parameter p2 d2 
;#ES_conditional_pp IM internal p2:c3 ； internal ionization pulse 
;#ES_conditional_pp IM external p2:c4 ； external ionization pulse 
;#ES_conditional_pp IM both p2:c4 ； external ionization pulse 
d2 ； Delay 
； STAGE 丨 OF EXPERIMENT 
；MS/MS Selection Block A 
;#ES_block "Correlated Sweep" optional off 
;#ES_bitmap "msms_sel_a.bmp" 
;#ES_eventtype corr sweep 
;#ES_parameter p4 tl4 
d31 tl4 ； set attn. for tx board 1 for ejection sweep 
20 (p4 phi ol):fl ； correlated ejection sweep 
lo to 20 times 10 ； use loop counter L[0] 
;#ES_flag_comment ;#FC_ fl corr sweep 0 
；Clean-UP Shots—Block 
;#ES_block "Correlated Shots" optional off 
;#ES_bitmap "cl_shots.bmp" 
;#ES_eventtype corr shot 
;#ES_parameter p7 tl6 
d31 tl6 ； set atten. on tx board 1 
30 (p7 phi ol):fl ； correlated ejection shots 
lo to 30 times 13 ； use loop counter L[3] 
;#ES_flag—comment ;#FC_ fl corr_shot 0 
；Pulsed Valve—Block 







;#ES_block "Reaction Delay" optional off 
;#ES—bitmap "react_del4.bmp" 
;#ES_eventtype user delay 
;#ES_parameter d6 
d6 ； reaction delay 
； STAGE 2 OF EXPERIMENT (ELECTRON CAPTURE) 
；Pulsed Valve—Block 
;#ES_block "Pulsed valve with delay" optional off 
;#ES_bitmap "p_valve.bmp" 
;#ES_eventtype user_pulse 
;#ES_parameter p26 d7 d9 14 
60 (p26):c6 (d7) 
d9 
lo to 60 times 14 
；lonizationBlock 
;#ES_block "Pulsed valve with electron injection" optional off 
;#ES_bitmap "ion_gen2.bmp" 
;#ES_eventtype ionization 
;#ES_parameter p26 p27 d9 14 
60 (p26):c6 (p27):c3 ；internal ionization pulse 
d9 
lo to 60 times 14 
；Reaction Delay—Block 
;#ES—block "Reaction Delay" optional off 
;#ES_bitmap "react_deI4.bmp" 
;#ES_eventtype user delay 
;#ES_parameter d8 
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d8 ； reaction delay 




;#ES__eventtype excitation sweep 
;#ES_parameter p3 tl3 pO tlO 
；load 1 MHz synchronization frequency, then reset phase 
d31 tlO ； set attenuation for sync. freq. (60 dB) 
(pO ph31 ol):f l ； load sync. freq. 
d31 reset 1 ； reset the phase 
d31 tI3 ； set atten. on tx board 1 for the detection 
;#ES_conditional_pp EM shot (p3 phi ol ) : f l ； detection excitation shot 
;#ES_conditionalj3p EM shot ;#FC_ f l excitation—shot 
;#ES_conditionaI_pp EM sweep 70 (p3 phi ol ) : f l ； detection excitation sweep 
;#ES_conditional_pp EM sweep lo to 70 times 131 ； use loop counter L[31 ] 
;#ES—conditional_pp EM sweep ;#FC_ fl excitation sweep 





;#ES_conditional_pp DM hires d30 ol ； receiver dead time and set mixer frequency for hr 
;#ES_conditionaI_pp DM hires ;#FC_ f l detection mixer freq 
;#ES_conditional_pp DM bb d30 ； receiver dead time 






wr #0 ； write data to disk 
exit ； end 
phl= 0 0 2 2 ； phase program 
ph31= 0 0 2 2 ； phase program for 1 MHz synchronization freq. 
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